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TOWN CLERK AND TAX COLLECTOR
Shirley G. Hoonhout
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK AND TAX COLLECTOR
F. Joanne Shultz
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
David L. Richards Term expires 1983
Ranee G. Collins Term expires 1984
Richard H. Rugg Term expires 1985
TREASURER
Leo E. Bergeron Term expires 1983
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Pauline Evans, Chairman Term expires 1988
Frances Thompson Term expires 1986
William Eckhart Term expires 1983
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
District 16
Merino Romoli Douglas Scammon
HIGHWAY AGENT
Frank White Term expires 1983
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Robert Parsons Appointment ends 1983
Donald Ladd, Chairman Appointment ends 1984
Raymond GoHer Appointment ends 1985
Robert Steuk Appointment ends 1985
Everett Street (Alternate) Appointment ends 1987
James Hayden, Representing
Planning Board Appointment ends 1984
PLANNING BOARD
Franklin Beck Term ends 1983
David Engel Term ends 1983
James Hayden Term ends 1984
Herman Parker, Chairman Term ends 1984
William Adams Term ends 1985
Thomas Brackett Term ends 1985
Ranee Collins, Representing Selectmen Appointment ends 1985
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Theodore Fitzgerald Term ends 1985
Frederick Bourassa, Sr. Term ends 1983
A. Duncan Brackett, Secretary Term ends 1984
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Barbara Parker Term ends 1983
G. Newton Weeks Term ends 1984
Lena Kohlhase Term ends 1985
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Eleanor Ireland, Secretary Appointment ends 1985
Herman W. Parker Appointment ends 1983
Evelyn Arey Appointment ends 1984
RECREATION COMMISSION
John Has lam Appointment ends 1983
Robert Krasko Appointment ends 1983
Janet Goeddeke Appointment ends 1984
Jane Rappolt Appointment ends 1985
Joseph Hill Appointment ends 1985
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Robert Steuk, Chairman Term ends 1985
Aiden Moore Term ends 1985
James Rolston Term ends 1984
Merino Romoli, Jr. Term ends 1984
Ruth Murphy Term ends 1983
Clayton Hines Term ends 1983
Harry Dowling (resigned)
Warren Brown (appointed) Term ends 1983
Frank Richards (resigned)
Robert Parsons (appointed) Term ends 1983
Harry Durgin (resigned)
Wendye DiSalvo (appointed) Term ends 1983
David Richards , Representing
Board of Selectmen
L. Marc Smith, Representing School Board
MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
Natalie Fernald Appointment ends 1983
Michael O'Keefe Appointment ends 1984
Edith Lovering, Chairman Appointment ends 1985
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Jarib Sanderson Appointment ends 1985
TOWN COUNSEL
Richard Dill, 16 Shapleigh Rd. , Kittery, ME




John Stocker Robert Sutherland
REPRESENTATIVES TO SOUTH-EAST REGIONAL
PLANNING COMMISSION









CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
Kenneth Fernald
DEPUTY CHIEFS







March 9th and 11th, 1982
Town Election and Town Meeting
Meeting called to order by Moderator John Brackett at 8 PM, Greenland Central
School. Rev. Jeffrey Evans led in prayer, and salute to the flag led by scouts
Mary Beth Wilson and Leslie Crowell. Moderator thanks all those who helped
count ballots on election night.







Sup . of Check List
Library Trustee






Budget Conm. Member (1 year)





Results of Zoning Ordinance and Building Regulation Amendments:
1. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Zoning Ordinance
to amend Article VII, a new paragraph 6 relating to Mobile
Homes, requiring 50% of lots for private sale and ownership
YES - 284 NO - 110
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Zoning Ordinance
to amend Article IV paragraph 8, relating to lot frontage, being
required on town road or state highway.
YES - 306 NO - 94
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Zoning Ordinance
to amend Article V paragraph 3, dealing with lot frontage, being
required on town road or state highway.
YES - 293 NO - 99
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Zoning Ordinance
to amend Appendix Zone Three, Industrial District relating to an
increase in size of the Industrial Zone.
YES - 289 NO - 109
Richard H. Rugg '85
Leo E. Bergeron •83
Shirley G. Hoonhout '85
Frank White •83















5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Zoning Ordinance
to amend Articles III, IV, IVA and V, to recognize Condominium
Ownership.
YES - 266 No - 124
6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #6 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Zoning Ordinance
to amend Article XIX relating to Commercial depositories for
stunps, brush and demolition material
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING BOARD
YES - 88 NO - 216
7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town of Greenland Building Regulations
to amend sections 1, 2 and 6, to recognize Ccnidominiun Ownership.
YES - 230 NO - 163
Art. 3. Motion by David Richards, seconded by R. Steuk, to raise and
appropriate $18, 720 in payment of salaries and commissions.
Motion passed
Art. 4. Motion by D. Richards, seconded by J. Hyatt, Jr. to raise and
appropriate $354,242 for town charges. Motion by D. Engal, seconded
by D. Richards to amend by $240.00 for seals on Police Cruisers
making total for town charges $354,482.
Motion passed
Art. 5. Motion by R. Parent, seconded by C. Flanders to allow 3% - 14
days, 1% - 30 days, within 30 days of postmark date.
Motion passed
Art. 6. Motion by A. D. Brackett, seconded by Frank Richards, to withdraw
$15, 369. 16 from Revenue Sharing Fund for payment of principal and
interest on serial note on fire truck.
Motion passed
Art. 7. Motion by H. Dowling, seconded by R. Parent to authorize select-
men to borrow money on short term notes in anticipation of taxes.
Motion passed
Art. 8. Motion by R. Collins, seconded by J.Wilbur to appropriate $18,500
resurfacing Palm Drive and Willowbrook Ave.
Motion passed
Art. 9. Motion by R. Rugg, seconded by A. Courchene, to appropriate a
sun not to exceed $59, 000 for construction of a highway building.
Motion passed (Voice Vote)
Art. 10. Motion by R. Collins, seconded by J. Rolston to pass over Article
10, purpose of which was to create a fund of $25,000 for construc-
tion of highway building. Motion passed
Art. 11. Motion by C. Flanders, seconded by Geo. Saunders to raise the
amount of $1, 945 for purchasing, insuring and dispatching an
ambulance. ,, . ,
Motion passed
Art. 12. Motion by R. Collins, seconded by R. Parent that the Town authorize
the Selectmen, Road Agent and Planning Board to accept as town roads
any road completed during the year which has been approved by the
Selectmen, Road Agent and Planning Board Chairman, and recorded with
the Town Clerk.
Motion passed
Art. 13. Motion by D. Richards, seconded by J. Sammel, that the Town authorize
Selectmen to apply, accept and expend money from State, Federal and
other governmental unit or private source, per RSA 31:95-b.
Motion passed
Art. 14. Motion by R. Rugg, seconded by D. Richards to allow Selectmen to
transfer tax liens, and convey property acquired by tax collector's
deed.
Motion passed
Art. 15. Motion by K. Fernald, seconded by T. Romoli that the Town raise no
more than $1,500 for purchase and installation of two (2) dry hydrants.
Location to be at discretion of Fire Chief.
Motion passed
Art. 16. Motion by C. Flanders, seconded by A. D. Brackett, that the Town raise
no more than $6, 600 for the purchase and installation of an emergency
generator for the Fire Station.
Motion passed
Art. 17. Motion by R. Krasko, seconded by J. Sammel to raise no more than $1,500
for clearing brush, and expanding parking lot at Sunset Field.
Motion passed (Voice Vote)
Art. 18. Motion by R. Collins, seconded by J. Sargent to authorize Selectmen
to appoint the Highway Agent, as per RSA 245:6.
Motion passed
Art. 19. Motion by J. Samnel, seconded by L. Kohlhase to raise $416 for the
Greater Portsmouth Community Action Center.
Motion passed
Art. 20. Motion by D. Engel that Ed Marasco be given a vote of thanks for his
work as chairman of the Summerfest Committee. Request for workers
this year was made.
Motion passed
Motion by R. Parent, seconded by R. Rugg, that meeting be adjourned.





OF THE TOWN OF GREENLAND IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
For the Calender Year Endexl December 31, 1982
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is complete to the best of
our knowledge and belief.
Date: Feb. 14, 1983
/s/ David L. Richards)
/s/ Ranee G. Collins ) Selectmen
/s/ Richard H. Rugg )
ASSETS
Cash:
ATT funds in custody of treasurer $320,852.28
Tax Collector - petty cash 100.00
Revenue sharing 1,331.59
TOTAL 322,283.87
Other bills due lown:
Lien For the Elderly 920.70
TOTAL 920.70
Unredeemed Taxes
(a) Levy of 1981 26,226.77




(a) Levy of 1982 168,968.14
(b) Levy of 1981 797.40




(Excess of liabilities over assets) 35 ,117.43
GRAND TOTAL 565,177.29
Fund Balance - Dec. 31, 1981 1,146.74




Accounts Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Balances of Special
Appropriations
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds
School District Tax Payable














Property Taxes - Current Year - 1982 ]
Resident Taxes - Current Year - 1982
National Bank Stock Taxes - Current Year
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes
Previous Years
Resident Taxes - Previous Year






Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy






















Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 84,923.00
Dog Licenses 1,110.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 1,353.00
Fines 125.00






























Proceeds of Tax Ant,
TOTAL
Notes
Total Receipts from All Sources



















Town Officers ' salaries
Town Officers ' expenses
Election and Reg. expenses


































































































FICA, Retirement & Pens. Contr.
Insurance
Incum. Funds prior budget
TOTAL
Unclassified:
Payments on Tax Antic. Notes
Taxes bought by town
Disc. , Abatements & Refunds












Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
:
Pint, to State a/c Dog Lie. Fees
& Marriage license fees 353.00
Taxes Paid to County 97,755.00
Pmts. to School Districts 995,797.00
TOTAL 1,093,905.00
Total Payments for all Purposes 2,011,015.46
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1982 322,283.87
GRAND TOTAL 2,333,299.33
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES FOR TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Selectman, Chairman $1,400.00
Selectmen, 2 @ $1,200 2,400.00
Selectmen, Clerk Sec. 1,600.00
Town Clerk 180/mo. 2,160.00
Town Clerk, Commissions 2,500.00
Tax Collector, Salary 240/mo. 2,880.00
Tax Collector, Commissions 600.00
Town Treasurer 800.00
Supervisors of the Check List 350.00
Health Officer 400.00
Secretary-Treasurer of Trust Funds 250.00
Volunteer Firemen, 47 @5 225.00
Secretary of Boards & Deputy Clerk 3,155.00
TOTAL $18,720.00
15















Sec. Trustee of Trust Funds
A. Duncan Brackett






































TOWN OF GREENLAND: $228,000 Dated 10/1/80




Interest Semi -Annually @7 . 07o May 1 & Nov. 1
May 1, 1983 $4,788 on $136,800.00
Nov.l, 1983 4,788 on 136,800.00
May 1, 1984 $3,192 on 91,200.00
Nov 1, 1984 3,192 on 91,200.00
May 1, 1985 $1,596 on 45,600.00
Nov 1, 1985 1,596 on 45,600.00
CONTINGENCY FUND




Repair to Engine 3 transmission $1,067
2. Police Department
Insurance Deductible Cruiser #103




SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Town of Greenland in Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is correct to the best of ox.
knowledge and belief. (RSA 41:15)
/s/ Ranee G. Collins
/s/ David L. Richards Selectmen of Greenland, NH
/s/ Richard H. Rugg Date: Sept. 3, 1982
Land - Improved and Unimproved $20,730,300
Buildings 42,192,100
Public Utilities: Gas 334,800
Electricity 4,175,100
Total Valuation before Exemptions allowed $67,432,300
Blind Exemptions 1 $12,900
Elderly Exemptions 21 260,000
Total Exemptions Allowed 272,900
Net Valuation on which the tax rate is computed $67,159,400
Electric, Gas & Pipeline Company Operating Plant
Name of Company Gas Electric
Public Service Co. of NH 4,175,100
Granite State Transmission 248,200
Northern Utilities 86,600 -
Total 334,800 4,175,100
Number of Inventories Distributed in 1982 869
Number of Inventories Properly completed and
Filed in 1982 806
Number of Individuals Applying for an Elderly
Exemption '82 8 @ 5,000
4 @10,000
9 @20,000
Number of Individuals Granted an Elderly
Exemption 1982 8 @ 5,000
4 @10,000
9 @20,000
Total Number of Individual Property Owners who were granted
Current Use Exemption in 1982 59
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use in 1982
3404.03
18












Total Assessed Value of Land Under Curr
TOWN OF GREENLAND
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1982
Description Value
1. Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $473,100.00
Furniture and Equipment 10,500.00
2. Libraries, Lands and Buildings 79,600.00
Furniture and Equipment 14,000.00
3. Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 21,000.00
4. Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 144,000.00
5. Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 86,000.00
6. Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 119,500.00
7. Water Supply Facilities, if owned by Town -.-
8. Electric Light Plant, if owned by Town -.-
9. Sewer Plant & Facilities, if owned by Town -.-
10. Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 1,198,900.00
11. All other property and equipment: 13,900.00
Veterans Building 59,200.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1982
of the
TOWN OF GREENLAND, N.H.
Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief. RSA 41:15
Date: September 3, 1982
/s/ David L. Richards )
Is/ Ranee G. Collins )
/s/ Richard H. Rugg ) Selectmen of Greenland, N. H.
General Government
Town officers' salaries 18,720.00
Town officers expenses 22,725.00
Election and Registration expenses 800.00
Cemeteries 5,550.00
General Government Buildings 6,180.00
Reappraisal of property
Planning and Zoning 1,050.00
Legal Expenses 5,000.00








Care of trees 500.00
Highways , Street , Bridges
Town Maintenance 30,000.00












Old Age Assistance 4,500.00
Culture and Recreation
Library 15,684.00





Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 45,600.00
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes 12,768.00
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 9,000.00
Capital Outlay
Resurfacing two streets Art. #8 18,500.00
Construction of Highway Shed Art. #9 59,000.00
Ambulance Art. #11 1,945.00
2 Dry Hydrants Art. #15 1,500.00
Generator Art. #16 6,600.00
Clearing brush Art. #17 1,500.00
Community Action Program Art. #19 416.00
Miscellaneous
FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 7,661.00
Insurance 13,000.00
Unemployment Compensation 10.00






National Bank Stock Taxes 30.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 2,000.00
Inventory Penalties 500.00
Intergovernmental Revenues
Meals and Rooms Tax 12,840.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 5,490.67
Savings Bank Tax 8,451.00
Highway Subsidy 10,836.00
Town Road Aid 1,681.00
Road Toll refund 273.02
Motor Vehicle 3,492.00
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 65,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,200.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1,400.00
Charges for Services
Income From Departments 200.00
Fines and forfits 100.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 14,000.00
Trust Fund Interest 6,900.00
Other Financing Sources
Revenue Sharing Fund 15,369.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 163,213.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations 478,032.00
Total Revenues and Credits 163,213.00
Net Town Appropriations 314,819.00
Net School Tax Assessment 913,852.00
County Tax Assessment 97,755.00
Total of Town, School and County 1,326,426.00
Deduct Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. 20,107.00
Add War Service Credits 18,100.00
Add Overlay 18,769.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised 1,343,188.00
23
PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Valuation $67,159,400 x Tax Rate 2.00 = $1,343,188.00
Property Taxes
To Be Raised
WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their spouses or
widows , and the widows of veterans who died or were killed
on active duty $700 No. 5 $3,500
all other qualified persons $50 302 15,100
Total Number and Amount 307 18,600
RESIDENT TAXES Tax $10 Number Assessed 1344
Total Amount Assessed $13,440
RATE OF TAXATION
Town 5.20 per $1,000
County 1.50 per $1,000
School 13.30 per $1,000
Tax Rate 20.00 per $1,000
24
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended Decenber 31st, 1982
TOWN OF GREENLAND
-DR-







Taxes Cotmiitted to Collector
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes







Interest Collected on Del. Property Taxes




















$1,340, 341. 35$140, 149. 66 $745.80
Property Taxes $1.129, 412. 14^32, 996. 45
Resident Taxes 12,250.00 1,080.00 70.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 31.80
Interest Collected During Year 148. 98 4,735.01
Penalties on Resident Taxes 23.00 108.00 7.00
Discounts Allowed 29.287.29
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 26.00 32.80
Resident Taxes 210.00 400.00 100.00
Uncollected Taxes, End of Fiscal Year:
(As Per Collector's List)
roperty Taxes 167,332.14 467.40 478.80
.Resident Taxes 1,620.00 330.00 90.00
TOTAL CREDITS $1,340, 341. 35$140, 149.66 $745.80
25
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS









Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year: $25,937.00 $7,343.72
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year $45,453.01
Overpayment of Taxes 20.00
Interest Collected After Sale 188.79 2,825.62 1,974.77
TOTAL DEBITS $45,641.80 $28,762.62 $9,338.49
-CR-
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year














TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUND REPORT
Cemetery Fund - Receipts
Fund A
Fund B
Sale of Lots Cash
Disbursements
:
Deposits in Savings - Prep. Care
Cemetery Expense
Library Fund








Trustees of Weeks Library










On Deposit in Portsm. Savings Bank 12/31/82
Acct. #123334 1,000.00
Interest 1982 57.62
Paid School Treasurer 57.62
Bal. on hand Portsm. Savings Bank 1,000.00
Sidewalk Fund
On Deposit Portsm. Savings Bank Acct. #123333 1,000.00
#20760 Piscataqua Saving 795.00
Balance on Hand Acct. #123333 PSB 1,000.00
#20760 Piscataqua 795.00
Emma Perkins Cemetery Fund
On Deposit Portsm. Savings Bank Acct. #131116 4,519.06
Interest 1982 2,538.47
Balance on Hand PSB 6,258.06
Disbursed 1,000.00
Greenland Cemetery Lot Fund
On Deposit Portsm. Savings Bank Acct. #131113 5,038.57
Interest 1982 290.28










Great Bay Hardware 63.90
Greenland Exxon 50.32
Ralston Power Equipment 35.90
Greenland Exxon 67.36
Great Bay Hardware 16.90
W. A. Scammon & Son 105v40
62^Ralston Power Equipment






Great Bay Hardware 447.80
Greenland Exxon 51.60
Ralston Power Equipment 86.00
W. A. Scammon & Son 27.00
Greenland Exxon 34.85
Great Bay Hardware 19.95
Greenland Exxon 34.87





REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
City or Town: Greenland, For Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
CERTIFICATE: This is to certify that the information contained
in this report is complete and correct, to the best of our know-
ledge and belief.
Date: Jan. 17, 1982
/s/ A. Duncan Brackett, Sec.
/s/ Ted Fitzgerald, Sr.
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1982 James Wilbur Cemetery Common 200.00
1982 Barbara Dibella Cemetery Common 100.00
1982 Paul Chase Cemetery Common 100.00
1982 Donald H. and
Ruth Ladd Cemetery Common 100.00











































This year saw the retirement of Mrs. Marjorie Dannis and Mrs.
Dorothy Booker and the arrival of Mrs. Winnifred Slocum and myself
as Assistant Librarian and Librarian. We join with the townspeople
in wishing the former two women the best as they turn to other en-
deavors.
Our thanks to the many people who have given gifts of books
and magazines during this past year. We thank the Greenland Junior
Women's Club for their book gifts and the passes to the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston. Our thanks also to the local businesses that
made donations to the library this year.
Books were received in memory of Mr. Herman (Benny) Hughes
and Mrs. Bertha Norton.
The Friends of the Library have given of their time through
meetings, work sessions, the Book, Bake and Plant Sale, and the
float in the Summerfest Parade. Funds raised have gone to a new
step-stool, a dictionary stand, and some tapes to go with our
cassette recorder. The Friends meet the second Wednesday of every
other month. Speakers this year included Esther Buffler, a Ports-
mouth poet, and Robert Gilmore, a UNH Professor with his film on
New Hampshire authors. The Friends would welcome new members.
The library again has an active preschool story hour group
that meets for six week sessions. Other activities this year
have included the hosting of the Little Red Wagon and a special
Halloween Story Hour.
year,




REPORT OF THE WEEKS PUBLIC LIBRARY
















































Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1982
Refund on books
Interest







REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
January 1st to December 31st, 1982
Auto Registrations issued in 1982 $84, 923.00
Dog Licenses $1, 218. 50
Less Fees: 108.50
1, 110.00
Dog Fines, Bad Check Penalties 125.00
Filing Fees 10.00
Sale of Town Property (Copier)
Zoning Books, Maps etc: 217.45
Marriages Licenses, 23 @ $13.00 299.00
Planning Board Filings 153. 00
Board of Adjustment Filings 113.00




REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The year 1982 presented the planning board with an up-swing in
activity when compared with the two previous years . The Board
conducted twelve regular and one special meeting, acting on the
following requests, one lot line change, four subdivisions,
eight occupancy use permits, three site plans, and two condo-
minium conversions. Fifty three building permits were issued
for residential structures or improvements.
The board received no petition requests for changes to the
town's building regulations and zoning ordinance, and none are
being presented for the up- coming town meeting by the board.
We urge all voters to exercise their right to vote on Tuesday,
March 8th, 1983, between the hours of 10 AM and 6 PM, and to
attend the business portion of the meeting to be convened at











Report of Town Treasurer






Tax Sales , Redeemed
Int. & Costs after sale
Overpayments
TOTAL





























































Cash on Hand 1/82
Less Selectmen's Orders
Plus Adjustment Selectmen's Orders 6/82



















REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
1982 was a year of somewhat more activity in conducting the town's
business than experienced during the past couple of years. It would
appear that the lowering of interest rates contributed to an
increase in development, construction and new business starts.
The new highway building which completes the town complex is nearly
finished. During the past decade the town has seen major capital
improvements consisting of Tennis Courts, the central ball field,
town office, fire station, and highway building. With the exception
of equipment replacements no major capital investments appear needed
in the forseeable future.
The emergency generator at the fire station has been installed and
will be ready for emergency use in the near future.
Road improvements completed during the year include drainage im-
provements and resurfacing at Palm Drive and Willowbrook Avenue.
During April of last year a contract was signed with P. C. N. H.
,
a cablevision firm headquartered in Pennsylvania with a local office
in Hampton to provide cablevision, if desired, to every residence in
the town. The cable firm predicted a completion date of October 1983
Because of problems in acquiring pole clearance from Public Service
and the telephone company the project was delayed. The town was
recently informed that the cable company has been purchased by a
large Cablevision firm incorporated in Nevada with its main office
in Denver. The new owner, T. C. I. growth, Inc. was at first hesi-
tant to provide service to the towns of Stratham and Greenland as
the population per square mile is below that which they felt pro-
vided an economically feasible market.
T. C. I. has made the decision to proceed with providing service to
Stratham and Greenland and a transfer of contract was signed in
January of this year.
The Cable Company has provided an updated schedule indicating full
service in Greenland prior to September 1, 1983.
Your Board of Selectmen
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BUILDING PERMITS FOR 1982




Peter Ostromesky U9-32 6,000
Alteration
Carlton Edgerly U6-57 1,000
Alteration
William Hartwell R21-35 14,000
Addition
James Thompson R22-6 48,000
Residence
Charles Barnes Ul-11 6,000
Addition
Elmer Sewall Rl-13 9,000
Pool
Charles Dill R18-24 40,000
Residence
Joseph Baudendistel R18-21 47,000
Residence
Webster Kohlhase U5-5 15,000
Addition
Milton Smith R21-54 65,000
Addition
David Bell U9-35A 20,000
Residence
Robert Bosse R5-15 40,000
Residence
Charles Cummings R10-45 5,000
Addition
John MacTaggart R14-3 1,000
Addition
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William Thompson R7-28 11,000
Barn
John Millet R12-3 68,000
Residence
Joseph Goeddeke R21-25 1,000
Addition
Thurston Lewis U9-39 15,000
Addition
Joseph Baudendistel R21-18 12,000
Foundation
David Picha U3-3 6,000
Addition
Donald Casey U4-9 18,000
Addition
John Brackett R14-14 4,500
Addition
David Smith U4-19 30,000
Addition
James Connor R17-16 8,500
Addition
Donald Brown R3-18 2,000
Addition
Douglas Ireland R16-29 2,500
Garage
Richard Hartman Rll-51 60,000
Residence
Charles Hartman R17-28 40,000
Residence
Paul Johnson R5-3A 1,500
Barn
Jim Leger U5-6 4,000
Alteration























































Fred Nader R21-10 225,000
10 Apartments
Allard Warehouses R18-35 20,000
Alteration
J. M. Sanderson R3-17 6,000
Addition
OCCUPATIONAL PERMITS
Paul Rix 04-29 15,00
Ted Bartlett R21-14 15,00
David Smith U4-19 15.00
C & L U4-14 15.00
John Maher U4-5 15.00
Fred Nader R21-10 15.00
Tomco Realty U4-29 15.00
Ted Bartlett R21-14 15.00
Allard Warehouse R18-35 15.00
PERMITS FOR SEPTIC, NEW AND REPAIR
C & L R18-21



























































Armed robbery 1 _
Assault 2 2
Burglary 5 2
Bench warrants 5 2
Criminal mischief 2 m
Conspiracy to commit theft 1 -
Disorderly conduct 1 m
Disobeying police officer 2 2
D. W. I. 15 12
Failure to yield 3 m
Fugitive from justice 2 m
Issueing bad checks 1 -
Non- Inspection 24 58
Oper. w/o license 10 19
Oper. after revocation 5 3
Possession controlled drug 2 m
Receiving stolen property 2 m
Resisting arrest 2 m
Reckless operation 1 m
Stop sign 3 7
Speeding 89 175
Solid line 7 9
Unregistered vehicles 9 17
Miscellaneous (m) 21 28
215 336
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GREENLAND VOL. FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Total emergency calls for 1982 numbered 149. This was a decrease of
7 calls from 1981. Of the 149 calls received, 50 were for emergency
medical aid only and another 21 were for vehicle accidents with
personal injury involved for a total of 71 in town ambulance runs.
On the fire side of the ledger, the deep spring snow cover kept
grass and brush fires to a minimum. There were 2 structure fires of
minor nature and chimney fires showed a decrease. The breakdown of






Woods and brush 1
False Alarm (A) 16
















As authorized by the 1982 Town Meeting, the Fire Department put in
service the ambulance purchased from the Town of Newington. Members
of the Fire Department Emergency medical service have put in many
hours of training to assure prompt and efficient medical care and
transportation to the citizens of the community in an emergency.
We have continued a Mutual Aid agreement with the Newington Fire
Department to provide back-up ambulance service so that if either
Town's ambulance is tied up on a call the other town will respond
should a second call occur.
would stress that this is an emergency ambulance service. We do
not have the manpower of funding to provide routine transfers of a
non- emergency nature-.
With the budget constraints as they are today, the Fire Department
is doing all possible to hold down operating costs. At the same
time we cannot compromise on the safety of the community. For those
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citizens who are new to the community I would inform you that no
Fire or ambulance personnel receive any compensation. We are one
of the few communities that still remains with an ALL VOLUNTEER
Fire Department, with all appropriate funds going to the equipping
and operation of the Department.
I would like to thank the people of the community for their con-
tinued support and especially the ladies auxiliary for their work
on our behalf. We remain dedicated to providing the best possible
fire and EMS protection to the Town of Greenland.


























Greenland Vol. Fire Dept.
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CIVIL DEFENSE REPORT
The status of Emergency Planning remains much as it has been
over the past several years. I have been working with State
C. D. and the consulting firm hired to develop emergency plans
for Seabrook Station. This plan is supposed to be in a format
that will make it adaptable to other emergency situations.
However, it has taken some time for the state to agree on
exactly what format they choose to use and consequently the
plans are behind schedule.
Also, with the change in administrations in Concord, a new
head of State Civil Defense has been appointed. What bearing
this has on the direction of the state office has yet to be
seen.
I will endeavor to keep the community informed of all develop-




In response to citizen requests, your Health Officer
investigated water polution complaints, a contaminated
water system and several cases of trash and refuse
accumulations. These were all resolved in a timely and
satisfactory manner. Inspection of child care centers
were conducted as scheduled by the State Dept. of Health.
A Health Officer's training seminar was attended last
March in Concord.
Your cooperation was appreciated this pa^t year and I
look forward to serving you again this coming year. For
assistance in health and safety matters or wherever you
believe a hazardous condition exists, please call 431-5122
Health Officer
/s/ Wallace S. Berg
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDENS
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Forest fire prevention, our business, your business, good business!
This slogan has been the motto of the N. H. Division of Forest and
Lands, Forest Fire Service since 1909 when the first forest fire
laws were passed by the Legislature.
These laws set in place a cooperative forest fire protection pro-
gram of State and local forest fire personnel that has, in the
past 75 years, established New Hampshire as a leader in forest fire
prevention and control. Our annual acreage loss to forest fires of
one-half acre per fire is the best in the nation. This fire record
has come about through the cooperative efforts of our state/town
forest fire protection program. The state provides detection of
fires, training for local forest fire wardens, low cost forest
fire suppression equipment to local fire departments, and techni-
cal advice at the fire ground. Local governments provide the
volunteer fire fighters who are appointed as wardens and deputy
wardens and who respond quickly to suppress reported forest fires.
This program has resulted in a steady decline in annual acres lost
to forest fires since 1910 when the average fire burned 33 acres
compared to the modern day loss of one-half acre per fire.
Only by the continued cooperation of the State/ towns and our
entire citizenry can this record be maintained.
1982 STATISTICS
State District City/Town
No. of Fires 391 7
No. of Acres 161 3/4 4
Roy H. Chisholm, Warden
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REPORT OF MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
Our program consists of controlling immature mosquitoes found
breeding in fesh and salt water pools. In previous years, salt
marsh spraying was the mainstay, since these mosquitoes present
the biggest problems as adults throughout the entire summer.
This season we began a fresh water program. The snow-melt mosqui-
toes began breeding in March and hatched to adults in mid May.
During this time span in 1982, we collected and identified many
fresh water species. Breeding sites were catalogued and spraying
operations completed. There are still many sites to be found.
Each year, more and more will be located and controlled.
In April, 1982, recorded rainfall was the most, since meteorolo-
gical statistics have been kept. The fresh water mosquitoes
should have been the worst ever. Conditions for their development
were optimum. We feel that through our efforts, the larger breed-
ing areas were controlled and a large part of the huge population
nullified.
Our spraying operations are based on surveys of mosquito popula-
tions throughout the summer as required by the State Pesticide
Board. Safety precautions are closely followed. Various citizens,
agencies, beekeepers etc. are warned of any potential hazards of
our operations.
Michael Morrison, Entomologist
Edith L. Lovering, Chairman
Natalie Fernald
Michael O'Keefe
















Truck - maintenance 1,,599
Equipment - maintenance 121
Subdivisions








Truck - maintenance 101
Supplies 809
Gas and Oil 1 ,251
Repairs - equipment 96
Plow, sand and salt 4 ,518
Equipment rental 3 ,721
Salt purchase 6 ,967
TOTAL $24,699
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LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
January 26, 1983
The Directors of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative are
pleased to report that the incinerator/energy recovery plant on
the University of New Hampshire campus is operating on a con-
tinuing 24-hour, seven day a week schedule. Since our last report
in 1982, the Directors have continued to plan ahead for improve-
ments in operation and economy, and are able to report a number
of completed and on-going programs to that end.
The day-to-day operation is carried out under the supervision of
the Cooperative's Administrator, under the general supervisory
control of the three-member Operations Committee from the Joint
Board of Directors. The plant personnel, in addition to the
Administrator, includes two mechanics, a truck driver, two daily
shifts of 12 hours each involving 8 persons, plus a daily cleanup
crew. This organization operates the incinerator system, maintains
records, and coordinates with the University's Power Plant staff
to monitor the boiler and steam production elements of the plant.
The Cooperative's organization also handles the collection of
refuse from the transfer stations of five communities , and
handles the ash removal and its transfer to the landfill site.
During the past year, under the supervision of the State Bureau
of Solid Waste, and the Environmental Protection Agency, stack
tests for air pollution control were conducted for all three
furnaces and were quite successful in achieving emissions control
well below required standards. Also, during the spring and summer,
the study of potential alternate uses of energy was completed
with funds obtained under a CEIP grant administered by the Office
of State Planning in New Hampshire. The study recommendations
suggested strongly that the installation of a modular turbine
and electric generator would result in the utilization of excess
steam during the summer months, with a substantial payback from
electric generation. Negotiations are presently underway to
install a 25,000 lb/hour turbine to generate electricity year
round and yet utilize the by-passed steam for normal heating
purposes
.
Arrangements are also being consummated with the N. H. Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission to incinerate oil spill
debris where contamination occurs in the Seacoast area. A new
concrete floor at the plant to insure protection against oil
spillage will be funded under this program, and will be con-
structed in early spring.
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The Town of South Berwick, Maine has voted to join the Coopera-
tive as a member, and legal arrangements are under way in both
states to permit the Maine town to join with us. A number of
other communities have expressed an interest in bringing their
household waste to Durham, while we still have capacity for
additional refuse. We also have been working cooperatively with
the City of Portsmouth's plant at Pease Air Force Base to the
benefit of both plants.
The Directors of the Cooperative wish to express their deep
appreciation for the assistance given their efforts by the
University's staff as well as the officers and personnel of the
cooperating towns . Every effort will be continued to keep the
residents of the region informed of the progress in the collec-
tion, processing and disposal of the waste which is being
handled at the plant.
Joint Board of Directors
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative




Our recreation program for 1982 was once again a huge success.
Over 90 boys and girls age 7 to 17 participated in baseball and
softball on eight different teams. This past fall we introduced
Soccer to our program and thanks to Wendy DiSalvo who took charge
of this program and made it work. Thanks Wendy.
For the second year in a row the Nike Team were the champions of
the Seacoast league
"CONGRATULATIONS'*
Job well done NIKE, we are very
proud of all of you that played
on the team.
Special thanks to Bill Lowry and Wayne Smith who coached them.
We on the Recreation Commission are sorry to see some very
special people"hanging up their spikes", as we say in baseball.
Bill Lowry, Wayne Smith, Larry Smith and after 7 years with our
boys Rick Lathrop are leaving. A very special Thanks to these
outstanding men who gave of themselves and family for our
children in sports. A big thanks to their Wives who put up with
late suppers and etc.
The Commission would like to thank all the coaches, managers,
officials and coordinators for all the time and effort they gave
to us and all the children in the Town recreation program. With-
out you, all this would not be possible. We would also like to
thank the parents of the children for their help and support in
recreation.
I speak for all the members of the Commission in giving a Big
Thanks to a man whom I respect and have a lot of admiration for.
After working with him and sometimes not agreeing on certain
things for the last 6 years, John Haslam is leaving the Recrea-
tion Commission. John has put a lot of time and effort into the
recreation program in Greenland and we can see the fruits of his
labor. We will miss you, John.
THANKS and God Bless
Our fields were in constant use last year by many teams. I
receive many letters of appreciation for our cooperation.
Hopefully our tennis courts will be fixed this spring, they are
in need of repair and new paint.
Once again a super thanks goes out to Jan Goeddeke and Jane
Rappolt for thei:- time in organizing the mothers who help at the
fields. Thanks Girls - see you in '83.
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The Commission wishes to thank all the townspeople for their
help, support and confidence they have in us, please continue
to support us and your children in recreation.
Recreation is a part of life, no matter how old or young you
are, good or bad, try it, you'll like it.
See you all in '83.



























Warm temperatures and sunshine seem to be the rule and this
Summerfest weekend was no exception.
Summerfest '82 was a many bl«nd of new and old. The Street
Fair was the recipient of neWly constructed arcade games,
and a quilt show was held at tle Library. The Street Dance
boasted all new lighting. The Ntw England Banjo Society
performed, at no charge to the a-dience as is the norm, for
our Sunday Evening Family Picnic, a new Summerfest logo was
introduced and emblazoned on T-shvts and buttons, some of
which are still available for sale ^t the town office in
limited quantities, and promotion materials
.
All in all the events were well attended and went smoothly.
The Committee looks forward to anothe- successful year with
the perrinial goal of making "this ye&-' s Summerfest better
than last"!
The Summerfest Committee is open to any citi zen of Greenland
interested in donating a little of their time for the promo-
tion of enjoyment and entertainment of ou. towns families
Respectful.y submitted,




as of Apri? 1, 1982
arol J
Adams, William M & Elizabeth M,
301 Bayside Rd
Addorio, Ronald P & Ellen J /
Holly Lane
Akerman, Bradlry W & DeboraA J
6 Tuttle Lane
Alix, Henry L & Dorothy r/
15 Caswell Dr
Allard, Norman A & Dolor/s M
10 Rolston Ave /










Arey, Richard w/ Holly J







Arsenault/Dona l d L & Jean E
410 PorlAouth Ave
Aubertiw William F & Paula Jean
Palm D/
August/ Margaret K & Steven P
Tuttj/ Lane
Babul/' Walter & Nora Babula
297?ost Rd
Bag^°yan » Leon A & Eleanor L
27 Newington Rd
g/ley, Donald M & Egizia N
18 Post Rd
























Balthaser, Eugene M & Nora R 50200
100 Tuttle Lane
Barnes, Charles P & Annes H 51000
319 Post Rd
Barnes, Mary F & Thomas F 53400
36 Sunset Dr
Barnes, Paul S & Ruth C 59100
459 Portsmouth Ave
Barrett, Leroy S 2800
253 Great Bay Rd
Barrett, Leroy S Jr & Paula 65500
253 Great Bay Rd
Barron, John E & Constance 49800
McShane Ave
Bartlett, Theodore F 98000
272 Portsmouth Ave
Bates, William A & Marjorie C 32800
499 Portsmouth Ave
Bay Colony Realty Associates 58900
645 Portsmouth Ave
Bayridge Homeowners Association Inc 13200
Bayridge Rd
Beattie, James B & Katherine J 89200
42 Bayside Rd
Beatty, Charles w & Patricia 94500
208 Portsmouth Ave
Beck, Franklin W 230200
632 Bayside Rd
Beekmann, Henry & Rosemary 64800
10 Great Bay Dr
Bell, David & Katherine 13800
McShane Ave
Bennett, Everett W Jr & Carolyn 139200
192 Post Rd
Bennett, Irene 5 9600
667 Portsmouth Ave
Bennett, Winthrop W & Catherine A 38800
61 Meadow Lane
Berg, Wallace & Florette 150700
683 Post Rd
Berounsky, Richard H & Mona E 41900
120 Portsmouth Ave
Berry, Marjorie C 46600
23 Great Bay Dr E
53
/
Beyer, Paul E & Pearl A 45700
14 Tuttle Lane




Black. Frances 7 9300
13 Park Ave
Blakeney, Margaret E 42900
19 Downs Ave
Blanchard, Robert Smith & Gladys A 50200
11 Sunset Dr
Bloom, Robert A & Lynda P 56900
12 Spring Hill Rd
Boardman, Harland L & Marjorie L 53100
38 Tuttle Lane
Bohne, Rudolph G Jr & Ann T 52600
] 28 Winnicut
Boisvert, Marie Louise Annette 62200
304 Bayside Rd
Booker, Lindsey & Dorothy 61800
Rte 101 & Portsmouth Ave
Bossie, Robert J & Lorre M 16300
10 Spring Hill Rd
B & M Railroad 28500
Breakfast Hill, Great Bay & Depot Rds
Boucher, Lorna G 56800
Newington Rd
Boulanger, William D & Martha J 48300
354 Post Rd
Bourassa, Edward 44600
475 Great Bay Rd
Bourassa, Frederick H & Natalie 50400
725 Portsmouth Ave
Bourassa, Frederick H Jr & Priscilla A 83 100
411 Great Bay Rd
Bourcier, Robert R & Elizabeth L 49500
41 Tuttle Lane
Boy Ian, John & Carolyn Gagne 41300
241 Portsmouth Ave
Boynton, Dorothy C 69300
185 Portsmouth Ave
Brackett, A Duncan & Lorraine Y 69500
300 Post Rd
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Brackett, David H & Nena W 56700
15 Great Bay Dr E
Brackett, John 466700
47 Brackett Point Rd
Brackett, John R & Helen 24100
Brackett Point Rd
Brackett, John R Jr & Joanne 149100
181 Dearborn Rd
Brackett, Nena W & David H 76800
3 Great Bay Dr E
Brackett, Ruth C 46200
502 Portsmouth Ave
Brandes, Werner L F & Ute C 55000
29 Great Bay Dr E
Bridges, Thomas C & Barbara L 64300
77 Park Ave




Brown, Donald F 78300
638 Post Rd
Brown, Bruce & Marjorie A 41800
Portsmouth Ave




Bunker, Ulric & Natalie 71200
655 Portsmouth Ave
Burnette, Carroll C & Frances E 61500
110 Great Bay Rd
Butler, Evelyn W 60600
19 Rolston Ave
Butler, James W & Patricia A 81400
] 3 Brown Ave
Byrnes, Robert J & Mensie M 57000
320 Bayside Rd
C & L Construction Co Inc 583600
440 Portsmouth Ave
C & L Const Co Inc & J M Sanderson Sr & Jr 2200






Cain, Norman & Arlene
11 McShane Ave
Calwell, Charles L & Myrtle S
October Dr




Carder, Robert E & Ruth J 58800
27 Sunset Dr
Cardinal, Paul & Carol 38900
53 Meadow Lane
Carlton, Marilyn 13200
Great Bay Dr E


















Carrier, Bruce G & Margo M
6 Spring Hill Rd
Carter, Joseph J & Barbara A
4 Lane Ave
Carter, Lyle & Edith M
51 Great Bay Dr E
Case, Patricia C
79 Breakfast Hill Rd
Casey, Donald F & Marjorie K
468 Portsmouth Ave




Caswell, R A, Harris, E B
31 Ocean Rd
Caswell, William L & Priscilla
454 Portsmouth Ave
Caudill, Priscilla
] 5 Ocean Rd
Chase, Nathalie
Breakfast Hill Rd
Chase, Paul K & Nathalie
578 Portsmouth Ave
Chisholm, Richard A & Jane
56100
235 Dearborn Rd








Clark, Kenneth L & Pamela 47500
207 Dearborn Rd
Clark, Thomas Jr & Grace A 39000
Langton Lane
Clock, F Harlan & Nellie 69900
45 Great Bay Dr E
Clough, Arthur C 4500
Langton Lane
Clough, James A 700
Off Willowbrook Ave
Cloutier, John A & Martha A 63100
11 Spring Hill Rd




Coakley, Ronald C, Case, Patricia & Borza D N 22900
Breakfast Hill Rd
Coastal Concrete Co Inc 66000
Route 101
Coberth, Morris D & Katherine 66400
179 Breakfast Hill Rd
Cochran, Winifred 900
Tuttle Lane
Coit, Bernard & Barbara 46700
]31 Breakfast Hill Rd
Colen, Eric C 2600
Portsmouth Line
Colimon, Jean & Jeanette 65100
39 Vernita Dr
Collins, Ranee & Barbara 79300
160 Winnicut Rd
Colliton, John P & Maureen L 66100
96 Breakfast Hill Rd
Compagna, Robert d & Cathleen M 56000
] Spring Hill Rd
Conley, Medford E & Elaine L 39400
68 Hillside Dr





Connor, Francis & Arline C
12 Brown Ave
Connor, James V & Mary A
161 Bayside Rd
Contarino, Alfred F & Jean
Route 101 & Alden Ave
Coombs, Mary





Cots, Dominic & Barbara J
80 Winnicut Rd
Cots, Thomas J & Barbara E
94 Post Rd
Courchene, Albert N & Marcia L
53 Tut tie Lane
Covey, William D & Judith H
368 Post Rd
Coyle, Alexander B & Muriel J
23 Vernita Dr
Cross, Robert & Jean
325 Post Rd
Cumm, George P & Norma A
September Dr
Cummings, Charles H Jr & Lizbeth K
11 Palm Dr
Currier, Dennis E & Linda A
12 McShane Ave




Cyr, Robert A & Judy J
]50 Post Rd
Dadabo, Frank J & Cheryl Ann
374 Post Rd
Daley, Elijah W & Patricia
5 Moulton Ave

























Dane, Walter G & Phyllis G 40800
47 Hillside Dr
Dangelo, Ernest P & Theresaan 122700
480 Portsmouth Ave
Daredeb Trust 1 David Caswell 52600
47 Ocean Rd
Davis, Frances M 49100
7 Newington Rd
Davis, Philip B 60400
63 Ocean Rd
Dawley, David A & Joan A 53500
450 Portsmouth Ave
Dearborn, Bruce & Mary 45900
Dearborn Rd
DeFillipo, Anthony F & Viola J 75800
66 Great Bay Dr W
Delfino, David A & Lucille G 42000
3 92 Tuttle Lane
Demo, Ronald & Virginia 55900
228 Breakfast Hill Rd
Deremer, Charles E & Lynn M 66300
45 Winnicut Rd
DeRosa, Terrence L & Lori A 75300
Lane Ave
Desjardins, Albert E 4300
Portsmouth Line
DiBella, John J & Barbara 39700
10 Hillside Dr
Dill, Charles D & Dara K 19800
25 Bayshore Dr
DiPietro, Andrew P & Kathleen A 57200
24 Holly Lane
DiSalvo, William J & Wendy M 96100
212 Newington Rd
Ditzler, Samuel T & Eleanor J 37400
85 Portsmouth Ave




Donnelly, Robert T 57400
Ocean Rd




168 Breakfast Hill Rd
Dowling, Harry & Joan 62000
]64 Breakfast Hill Rd
Dowling, Helen 42300
176 Breakfast Hill Rd
Downs, Arlene
45 Downs Ave











Driscoll, John F & Lorraine A 59400
160 Tuttle Lane
Drusendahl, Wasson S & Somkid 61100
189 Tuttle Lane
94700
64600Durgin, Harry H & Eileen
25 Great Bay Dr E
Durkin, Paul E 51100
144 Post Rd














Eisfeller, Richard C 72100
10 Palm Dr
Ellis, Judith A 57000
3 60 Breakfast Hill Rd
Emery, Frank M & Dorothy 152800
161 Newington Rd
Emery, Frank M Jr & Marita 83400
157 Newington Rd





Esterline, Charles & Hifumi 45700
63 Tut tie Lane
Evans, Robert & Rita 49100
15 Newington Rd
Evans, Timothy & Pauline 25200
Riverside Lane
Eves, Alan P & Barbara T 71700
192 Breakfast Hill Rd
Fabisak, John S & Nancy 39500
19 McShane Ave
Fabisak, Thomas R & Donna J 47500
34 Tut tie Lane
Fall, Charles H & Jennie M 101000
451 Post Rd
Farns w orth, Beverly 14300
83 Bayside Rd




Favinger, Laurence P & Rose Ann C 40500
61 Hillside Dr
Fedeli, Charles & Virginia L 59200
2 Rolston Ave
Fellows, Wm A & Nellie H 75200
Annes Lane
Fernald, Kenneth, Sharon, Dorothv & Marcia 96900
180 Bayside Rd
Fernald, Roy Est of 200
Tuttle Lane
Fernald, Walter B & Natalie W 70000
] 76 Winnicut Rd
Ferrelli, Anthony & Patricia 28200
Fish & Game Rd
Ferrelli, Cesidio M J 54600
188 Portsmouth Ave
Fieldsend, Henry R & Helen C 45300
36 Winnicut Rd
Fillmore, Edward H & Ross, Robert 41400
Langton Lane
Finenco Wm J & Helen B 62400
Great Bay Rd
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Finn, Richard E 12300
9 Mojlilton Ave
First? National Bank of Portsmouth, NH 129300
650 Portsmouth Ave
Fitz/gerald, Leonard P & Mary H 47000
22 Sunset Dr
Fitzgerald, Theodore L & Clara 29900
Great Bay Rd
Fitzgerald, Theodore R 64800
223 Post Rd
Flanders, Clifford & Majorie E 23700
42 Riverside Lane
Fleming, Glenn A 17000
4 Annes Lane
Fleming, Robert R Jr & Nancy F 80 900
4 Annes Lane
Fletcher, Jonathan & Barbara 68400
Great Bay Rd
Flynn, Margaret A 47400
784 Post Rd
Ford, Richard & Van Raalte, Mary 82100
38 Bayridge Rd
Forti, James A & Helen B 43400
48 Meadow Lane
Foss, Clifton R & Gladys M 47900
269 Portsmouth Ave




Freddette, Donald A & Judith L 48400
Great Bay Rd
Freeman, Sandra J 38900
69 Meadow Lane
French, Donald & Jean 30200
30 Riverside Dr
Frisbee, Arthur W 74000
Palm Dr
Frisbee, Clark W & Edna B 88100
6 Fairway Dr
Fullam, John B & Jill D 59800
317 Bayside Rd
Gage, Francis A & Vernita 268900
Sunset Dr
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Galle, Herbert & Vera 49400
19 Newington Rd
Gamester, Harry J & Ruth M 64500
95 Bayside Rd
Ganz, Neal R & Carol A 57300
48 Winnicut Rd
Garon, Joseph & Kathleen P 76800
Palm Dr
Garvin, Wm L & Beverly J 67700
4 Brown Ave
Gauvin, Norbert L & Micheline M 50 800
34 Meadow Lane
Gauvin, Roderick & Augusta 45000
623 Post Rd
Gauvin, Roderick N 1100
Post Rd
Gergen, Thomas F & Gloria M 70300
8 Brown Ave
Gerrato, Stephen & Phyllis 180700
512 Post Rd
Gholson, Vernon & Alice 53200
7 Country Club Rd
Gilbert, James L & Maria 53500
15 Tut tie Lane
Gill, Erlon J & Doris A 76300
19 Brown Ave
Gillespie, Jacquelin C 65900
14 Lane Ave
Girard, Joesph & Irene 99400
11 Caswell Dr
Gittlein, Jerome A & Kuchtey, Joan C 71100
6 Palm Dr
Glass, Wm C & Ann 25800
29 Bayridge Rd
Glidden, Beryl G 28700
11 Downs Ave
Goeddeke, Joseph J & Janet L 63900
51 Portsmouth Ave
Goller, Raymond G & Dorothy M 76600
224 Portsmouth Ave
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Gordon, Richard M & Carmen C
568 Post Rd
Goss, Frank N & Shirley L
117 Breakfast Hill Rd
Goulston, Eric S & Diane E
41 Caswell Dr
Gouzoules, Winston & Frances J
285 Bayside Rd




Gowen Clarence Heirs of
Bayside Rd







Betsy LGowen, Thomas C &
324 Great Bay Rd
Graf, Frank A & Joan
1 Post Rd
Graham, Wm R & Cheryl R
45 Portsmouth Ave
Granite State Gas Transmission
Portsmouth Ave
Grant, Herbert A Jr
32 Bayridge Rd
Great Bay Water Fowlers
Great Bay Dr W




Griffin, Michael J & Joanne E


























Griswold, George E & Jennie J
95 Great Bay Dr W






Gum, Donald R & Linda L
9 Spring Hill Rd
Gurll, Joseph Estate of
463 Breakfast Hill Rd
H & H Oil Co
437 Portsmouth Ave
Haldar, Amit & Shibani
12 Bayridge Rd
Hamilton, Thomas J Jr & Catherine A
160 Tuttle Lane
Hankin, Gregory W & Anderson, Cheryl A
Riverside Lane
Hansler, Frank W
10 Fish & Game Rd
Harlan, Donald E & Deborah
20 Caswell Dr
Harries, Kurt F & Doris I
7 Fairway Dr
Hartford, Edward & Ruth
31 Newington Rd
Hartmann, Charles J & R Parent
Caswell Dr
Hartmann Construction Co
Caswell & Moulton Ave
Hartwell, Wm G Jr & Susan C
133 Portsmouth Ave
Harvey, Glenn F & Barbara J
195 Post Rd
Has lam, John W & Marcia H
101 Breakfast Hill Rd
Hathaway, Leiand F & Sharon M
288 Post Rd
Hatt, Ralph M & Jane C
128 Portsmouth Ave

























Hayden, Carole & James E
Bayside Rd
Hayden, George & Muriel J
121 Bayside Rd
Hayden, Gordon M Jr
47 Bayside Rd
Hayes, Frank A & Ellen P
16 Sunset Dr
Hazzard, Richard & Barbara
21 Post Rd
Head, Lester F & Greta C
211 Portsmouth Ave
Hearl, James E & Barbara H
66 Depot Rd
Heffernan, John T & Judy R
Tuttle Lane
Henderson, Arthur & Blanche
705 Post Rd
Hermaneau, Waldemar & Ruth
39 Bayside Rd
Heydon, Thomas A & Helen L
48 Post Rd
Hill, Joseph
5] 7 Portsmouth Ave
Hilton, Douglas & Estelle
] 78 Portsmouth Ave
Hines, Clayton R & Gertrude M
Great Bay Dr W
Hinkley, Arthur R & Vivian S & Judith H Covey
Moulton Ave




Hodges, Albert W & Lillian A
7 Brown Ave
Hoeflich, Martin & Paulette
135 Bayside Rd
Holland, Everett
Great Bay Dr E
Home Gas Co
Rte 101
































The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Greenland in the County of
Rockingham in said State qualified to vote in Town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at Greenland Central School in
said Greenland on Tuesday, the eight day of March next at ten
of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing
.
The polls will open at 10:00 AM and will close no earlier
than 6:00 PM to cast your ballots on Article 1.
ARTICLE 2. To hear the Report of the Town Clerk on the results
of your ballot in the election of Town Officers.
Discussion and action on the other Articles in the Warrant
will take place at Greenland Central School on Thursday,
March 10, 1983, in the evening at 8:00 PM.
ARTICLE 3. To fix the salaries of the Town Officers and to
raise and appropriate the estimated sum of $18, "'SO in payment
of salaries and commissions.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 4. To raise and appropriate the sum of money necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year. The estimated
amount for town charges is $371,077.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to grant a discount for the early payment of property
taxes. The discount rate to be 3% If paid within 14 days and
1% if paid within 30 days of postmark of the tax bill,
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the with-
drawal of $12,117.08 from the Revenue Sharing Fund for the
purpose of paying a portion of the principal and interest due
on. the 1983 Serial Note issued for the purchase of the fire
truck. (Note: Article 7 is a companion article.)
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town. will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of 32,500 (or the. sum of $14,617.08 if Article 6 fails
to pass) for the purpose of paying the remainder of the princi-
pal and interest due on the 1983 Serial Note issued for the
purchase of the fire truck.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money on short term notes in anticipation
of taxes.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a s\im not to exceed $16,500 for the purpose of resurf-
acing Fairway Drive and a portion of Caswell Drive with
bituminous Concrete (Hot top)
.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed $4,500 for the purchase of an
ejection trash container for the town's solid waste transfer
station. The sum of $4,500 to be the town's share of a
cooperative purchase with the towns of Barrington and North-
wood.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed $8,800 for the purpose of paving
the access road to the town's solid waste transfer station
with bituminous concrete (Hot top)
.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to reimburse Ernest
Hodgdon the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-Four Dollars and Twenty
Cents ($224.20) paid by the said Ernest Hodgdon for the tax
years 1976 through 1981 for a certain tract of land which was
wrongfully assessed to the said Ernest Hodgdon, said land
being located on the East side of Interstate 95 and being
owned by the State Of New Hampshire. (By Petition of John Chick,
Jr. and Others.)
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $809^ for the support of Rockingham Child and
Family Services . This sum represents a portion of the unreim-
bursed charges for services rendered to residents of the town.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $165 for the support of the Women's Resource
Center. This sum represents a portion of the unreimbursed
charges for services rendered to residents of the town.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed $3,200 to re-seal the tennis
courts. Repaint the lines, replace the net posts and footings,
and replace the nets.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed $20,000 for the purpose of install-
ing a ball field lighting system at Sunset Field; and, to
authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend a grant
from the Land and Water Conservation Fund; and, to authorize
the Selectmen to accept donations, offered by businesses and
interested persons, to offset the town's share of the
authorized funding; the town's unreimbursed cost not to
exceed $4,000. Expenditures authorized by this warrant article
are contingent upon approval of a grant from the Land and Water
Conservation Fund.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed $750 for the purpose of paying for
electricity to be used for night lighting of Sunset Field.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen, Road Agent and Planning Board Chairman to accept
as town roads, any road which may be completed during the
year which has been approved by the Town Planning Board, con-
structed in accordance with required specifications and
approved as to construction by the Town Road Agent and as to
which the land upon which such roads are located is properly
deeded to the Town. Such approval by the Selectmen, Road Agent
and Planning Board Chairman shall be recorded with the Town
Clerk to signify acceptance by the town.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by the town meeting, money from the State,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the year. Acceptance and expenditures
of such money shall be in accordance with the procedures set
forth in RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired
by the Town by Tax Collector's deed by advertised sealed bids,
or in such other manner as the Selectmen may determine is most
just and appropriate.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to go on record in
support of recommending immediate actions by the Federal
Government to control and reduce acid rain which is harmful
to the environment and economy of Greenland, New Hampshire,
and to the health and welfare of the people of Greenland,
New Hampshire.
These actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major causes of acid rain,
sulfure dioxide emissions, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the
government of Canada that will commit both nations to
this same goal.
The record of the vote on this article shall be trans-
mitted to the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation and
to the President of the United States.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum not to exceed $500 for the purpose of engraving
a monument at Breakfast Hill Park.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 23. To take any other action that may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this sixteenth day of February
in the year of our Lord, Nineteen hundred eighty- three.
/s'/ David L. Richards
/s/ Ranee G. Collins
/s/ Richard H. Rugg
Selectmen of Greenland, NH.
A true copy of Warrant-Attest
/s/ David L. Richards
/s/ Ranee G. Collins
/s/ Richard H. Rugg
Selectmen of Greenland, NH
APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATES OF REVENUE FOR THE ENSUING YEAR















































Town Officers Salary 18,720 18,266 18,730 18,730
Town Officers Expenses 22,725 20,114 19,400 19,400
Elect. & Reg. Expenses 800 675 400 400
Cemeteries 5,550 5,550 6,150 6,150
Gen. Government Buildings 6,580 7,193 7,180 7,180
Planning and Zoning 1,050 1,314 1,000 1,000
Legal Expenses 5,000 8,018 5,000 5,000
Adv. & Regional Association 75 1,283 1,600 1,600
Contingency Fund 2,500 2,067 2,500 2,500
Public Safety
Police Department 72,386 73,164 75,947 75,947
Fire Department 13,573 13,229 15,490 15,490
Civil Defense 250 250 250
Care of Trees 500 500 500
Mosquito Control 5,941 5,700 6,501 6,501
Highways, Streets & Bridges
Town Maintenance 30,000 24,699 30,000 30,000
Town Road Aid 253 253 269 269
Street Lighting 10,000 10,081 11,000 11,000
Area Lighting 1,050 607 1,050 1,050
Sanitation





6,609 6,510 7,065 7,065
1,800 1,688 1,900 1,900
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Welfare
General Assistance 3,000 1,964 4,000 4,000
Old Age Assistance 4,500 1,174 4,500 4,500
Culture and Recreation
Library 15,684 15,684 17,099 17,099
Park and Recreation 6,950 7,697 8,440 8,440
Patriotic Purposes 1,225 1,225 1,225 1,225
Conservation Commission 100 100 100
Debt Service
Princ. of Long-Term Bonds&Notes 45,600 45,600
Int. Exp. Long-Term Bonds&Notes 12,768 12,945







89,045 72,593 57,949 48,424 9,525






















477,616 465,900 459,874 450,349 9,525
Less: Amount of Est. Revenues, Excl. of Taxes












































12,500 11,020 11,500 11,500
30 32 30 30
2,500 4,633 6,100 6,100
12,000 12,842 12,000 12,000
14,000 5,499 5,550 5,550
7,000 8,491 8,400 8,400
10,458 10,853 12,665 12,665
1,681 1,681 1,792 1,792
550 1,047 800 800
23,000 18,830 12,000 12,000
65,000 84,923 80,000 80,000
1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200
1,400 1,363 1,400 1,400
Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
Intergovernmental Revenues
Meals and Rooms Tax





Reimb. Business Profits Tax
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Bus. Lies., Perm. & Filing Fees
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 200 327 200 200
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 14,000 24,270 12,000 12,000
Fines & Forfeits 100 125 100 100
Trust Funds 6,900 2,129 8,000 8,000
Other Financing Sources
Revenue Sharing Fund 12,000 11,378 11,200 11,200
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 185,519 201,013 184,887 184,887
SECTION 1
















30 INSTRUCTION xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
00 Regular Programs 702,433 00 816,456 00 784,865 00 31,591 00
00 Special Programs 42,459 00 45.202 00 45.202 00
00 Vocational Programs
00 Other Instructional Programs 6.951 00 7 r 344 00 7,344 00
00 Adult/Continuing Education
00 SUPPORT SERVICES xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
00 Pupil Services xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
10 Attendance & Social Work .10 no in nn 10 00
20 Guidance 6.461 00 8.224 00 8.224 00
30 Health 6.967 00 7.562 00 7.562 00
40 Psychological
SO Speech Path. & Audiology 4.610 00 5.133 00 5,133 00
90 Other Pupil Services
00 Instructional Staff Services xxxxxxxxxxxj xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
10
20
Improvement of Instruction 3.373 00 2.930 oo 2,930 00
Educational Media 8 r 348 00 9,598 on 9,598 00
40 Other Inst. Staff Services




School Board xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
870 Contingency
All Other Objects 3,212 00 3,277 00 3,277 00
;20 Office of Superintendent xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx XXXXXXXXXXXJcxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
20 351 S. A. U. Management Serv. 31,481 00 34,854 00 34.854 00
i20 All Other Objects
;30 Special Area Adm. Services
I90 Other Gen. Adm. Services
IOO School Administration Services 38.451 00 40.814 00 40.814 00
;oo Business Services xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXJcxxxx xxxxxxxxxx> xxxx xxxxxxxxxxn xxxx
>20 Fiscal
>40 Operation & Maint. of Plant 65.374. 00 62.880 00 61,459 00 1.421 00
550 Pupil Transportation 56.066 00 58.555 00 58.555 00
J70 Procurement
J90 Other Business Services
Warrant Articles 12 , 000 00 29,500 00 14.000 00 15,500 00
500 Managerial Services 4,186 00 4,045 00 4,045 00
300 Other Support Services
300 COMMUNITIES SERVICES 640 00 639 00 639 00
300 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST: 20 00 00 00
300 OTHER OUTLAYS XXXXXXXXXXXJ xxxx xxxxxxxxxxx cxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
100 Debt Service XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXX) xxxx
100 830 Principal 5,000 00 5,000 00 5,000 00
100 840 Interest 595 00 425 00 425 00
200 Fund Transfers xxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x XXXXXXXXXXX) xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
220 To Federal Projects Fund 00 2.600 00 2,600 00
240 To Food Service Fund 45.663 00 42.753 00 42,753 no
250 To Capital Reserve Fund
122 Deficit Appropriation
Supplemental Appropriation
TOTAL APPROPRIATION 1,044,300 00 1,187,801 00 1,139,289 oo
1
48,512 00
SECTION II ESTIMATED REVENUES
REVENUES 4 CREDITS AVAILABLE










770 Unreserved Fund Balance 61,648100 15,000 100 15,000 | 00
3000 Revenue From State Sources xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3110 Foundation Aid
3120 Sweepstakes 8,426 00 8,426 00 8,426 00
3130 Incentive Aid
3140 Foster Children 200 00 200 00 200 00
3210 School Building Aid 1,319 00 . 1,319 00 1,319 00




3270 Child Nutrition 8,000 00 8,000 00 8,000 00
Other
1
4000 Revenue From Federal Source xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx




4460 Child Nutrition Program
4470 Handicapped Program 16,300 00 14,670 00 14,670 100
Uther
5000 Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx (XXXX xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5220 Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
5230 Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
51 00 sale or Bonds or Notes
1
1000 Local Rev. other than Taxes XXXXXXXXXXXX)ixxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments 1,500 00 2,000 00 2,000 nn
1700 Pupil Activities 8.000 00 8.500 00 8.500 00
8#!S ' Student Lunch 25 , 000 no ??,onn nn ??,nnn nn
Supplemental Appropriation
Trust Fund Income 55 00 55 00 55 nn
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 130,448 00 82,770 00 82,770 00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 913,852 00 1,105,031 00 L, 056, 519 00
TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 1,044,300 00 1,187,801 00 L, 139, 289 00
(School portion of the Business Profits Tax $ to be applied JK
to the District Assessment when computing the School Tax Rate.)
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
|C GREENLAND fci i|

Hovey, Donald W & Dorothy A 5 2400
24 Stratham Lane




Hughes, Herman & Rosamond 80200
115 Tuttle Lane & Tide Mill Rd
Hughes, J Pauline 47500
64 Tide Mill Rd
Hughes, Katherine 70400
Winnicut Rd
Hughes, Paul C & Anna 60]00
132 Breakfast Hill Rd
Hull, Dana E 49900
583 Portsmouth Ave




Hurst, James C & Beverly I 45100
McShane Ave
Hussey, Anne 98300
417 Portsmouth Ave & Winnicut Rd
Hut chins, Mark F & Sarah S 5 9400
107 Breakfast Hill Rd
Hyatt, James P & Carol J 69100
368 Breakfast Hill RD
Hyatt, Jerome B & Katherine E 44500
352 Portsmouth Ave
Hyatt, Jerome B Jr & Judith 100500
11 Brown Avenue & Bayridge Rd
Hyldburg, Joseph A & Phyllis J 49900
20 Willowbrook Ave
Ianetti, Alfred T & Beverly H 52500
26 Sunset Dr
Iminski, Charles J & Beatrice N 56700
24 Ocean Rd
Ireland, Charles E Sr & Charles E Jr & Joyce E 46200
380 Post Rd
Ireland, Douglas J & Betty A 47400
268 Bayside Rd
Ireland, Frank & Eleanor 62600
498 Post Rd
67










Jacobs, Elzie & Elmyra L
10 Tut tie Lane
Jarvis, Harry P
Off Post Rd
J as and Inc
19 Sanderson Rd
Jenness, Christopher J & Cheryl B
450 Post Rd
Jette, Adelbert & Cecile
680 Portsmouth Ave
Johndro, Harry Ross & Jane H
20 Meadow Lane
Johnson, Albert C & Yvonne M
224 Winnicut Rd
Johnson, Allan W & Barbara L
43 Meadow Lane
Johnson, Howard D & Ruth C
37 Great Bay Dr E
Johnson, Madeline
381 Portsmouth Ave
Johnson, Paul A & Sheila S
Winnicut Rd
Johnson, Paul B & Patricia
319 Winnicut Rd
Kamzelski, Joseph A & Adelaide M
34 Vernita Dr
Karnacewicz, Michael A & Margaret D
4 Fairway Dr




Kells, Harold J & Helena A
























Kendall, Gregory C & Sheila Ann 50000
28 Vernita Dr
Kern, John J & Jane K 44500
18 Tuttle Lane
Kersey, John V & Kendra G 55200
72 Tuttle Lane
Kloppenburg, Wm B Jr & Barbara W 63600
4 Holly Lane
Knight, Lillian A 42200
54 Hillside Dr
Knight, Vance A Sc Lillian M 107300
September Dr
Kohlhase, Webster & Lena 50500
507 Portsmouth Ave
Kollin, Frank & Mary Jane 114200
28 Caswell Dr
Kotsonis, David B & Nancy D 66100
I Annes Lane
Kramar, Arkady & Linda Ann 64400
23 Stratham Lane
Krasko, Robert F & Theresa 57800
II Portsmouth Ave
Kroitzsh, James R & Jean P 77600
1088 Portsmouth Ave
LaBranche, Donald C & Sandra 52300
260 Post
LaChapelle, Donald V & Elizabeth 64600
23 Holly Lane






Landry, James F & Carol J 63000
333 Bayside Rd
Langton, Alan S & Margaret A 57700
250 Dearborn Rd
LaPanne, Daniel A & Kathy S 49000
1125 Portsmouth Ave
LaRosa, Raymond E & Joanne 82600
30 Bayside R
LaRose, Richard A & Minnie L 38500
26 Rolston Ave
69
Lathrop, Richard D & Brenda C
265 Portsmouth Ave
Latina, Paul A & Carla J
208 Winn icut Rd
Susan L Lear
131 Tut tie Lane




Lewis, Margharita Est- of
353 Portsmouth Ave
Lewis, Thurston F Jr & Donna Lee
57 Meadow Lane
Lilakos, James & Brenda
3 Annes Lane
Linchey, Mary
58 Tut tie Lane






Lomas , Norman B & Ada C
7 Lane Ave
Love, John & Beverly
8 Me loon Rd
Lovering, Edith L
391 Portsmouth Ave








MacDonald, Raymond R & Mary P
364 Portsmouth Ave
Mace, Clarence H Jr & Nardena M
21 Hillside Dr BBT

























Machulis, Robert & Pamela
925 Portsmouth Ave
Mack, Michael L & Janet L
11 Moulton Ave
Mackay, Albert D & Hazel G
80 Post Rd
Mackenzie, James H & Gail V
363 Portsmouth Ave
Maddock. Stanley P & Katherine A
287 Portsmouth Ave
Maher, John R & Jay M Link
Portsmouth Ave
Maher, Phyllis & Audrey Link
516 Portsmouth Ave
Maher, Raymond & Camilla
Winnicut Rd
Maines, Walter L & Walter C
110 Tuttle Lane
Malone, J Robert & Patricia
9 Fairway Dr
Manter, Geo & Katherine F
Dearborn Rd
Marasco, Edward R Jr & Sandra Lynn
345 Post Rd










Martin, Harry L & Mary H
430 Portsmouth Ave
Matson, Carl A & Ella D
13 Holly Lane






























McCann, Edward J & Frances
50 Hillside Dr
McCarthy, Arthur C & Beverly P
67 Meadow Lane
McEntee, Walter F & Betty
54 Tuttle Lane




McKay, Edward C & Karen
269 Bayside Rd
McLaughlin, John B & Michele E
Tuttle Lane
McLean, David H & Claudia B
October Dr






Meyer, Ronald R & Margaret A
Palm Dr
Michaud, R Dean & Maria P
200 Bayside Rd




Miller, Donald & Lenore M
511 Post Rd
Miller, Troy & Joann
432 Post Rd
Millet, John F Jr & Donalyn D
7 Drake Dr




Moffett, Richard E & Donna M
4 Caswell Dr
Moll, Nancy H & Gregory D P».obbins
























Molleur, Archie H & Edith E 44400
82 Breakfast Hill Rd
Molleur, Bruce A & Ruth E 52900
86 Breakfast Hill Rd
Moore, Eleanor V 48700
23 Newington Rd
Moore, Robert C & Carol A 74000
44 Caswell Dr
Moorenovich, Peter & Ruth L 50500
60 Willowbrook Ave
Moreau, Donald R 1200
Great Bay Rd
Moreau, Leo & Romance 10 7500
27 Bay Shore Dr
Mori, Charles A & Ellen 57000
180 Post Rd
Morin, Alphy J & Ruth H 46500
16 Willowbrook Ave
Morin, Thomas R & Lisa 17400
Great Bay Rd
Morris, Donald F 62000
7 Sanderson Rd
Morris, Thomas 4400
Great Bay & Willowbrook
Morse, Harold E & Evelyn 94300
6 Meloon Rd
Morton, Shirley A 128000
33 Great Bay Dr E
Muchemore, David A & Linda A 62900
27 Rolston Ave
Mueller, Carl J & Mary E 60900
Palm Dr
Mullavey, Wayne JEstof 15900
Breakfast Hill Rd
Mullholand, David J & Kathryn L 52700
277 Bayside Rd
Murphy, Howard HJr 171000
Ocean Rd
Murphv, Maurice J Jr 96400
24 Caswell Dr
Murphy, Maurice M & Ruth H 277300
Bayridge & Great Bay Dr E
Murrow, Keith & Romeday L 68900
Dearborn Rd
73
Nadeau, Gerard R & Linda A
8 Caswell Dr





18 Tide Mill Rd
Nelson, Donald K
6 Brown Ave
Nelson, James Jr & Joan
10 Tide Mill Rd








Nor-Green Joint Venture-Heafitz Lewis
Ocean Rd












O'Brien, Joseph Jr & Susan
5 Me loon Rd
O'Brien, Peter M & Carol L
224 Dearborn Rd
Odiorne, John & Ovida
736 Post Rd
Oliver, John R & Katherine C
255 Portsmouth Ave

























Olson, John C & Evelyn
52 Meadow Lane
Onderdonk, Wilbur H & Gloria J
66 Tuttle Lane
177 Granite Street Inc
Rte 101
Osgood, Edgar C & Ruth M
14 Meadow Lane
Ostromecky, Stanley F & Irma H
29 Meadow Lane
Ostromecky, Stanley F & Irma H & Peter S
McShane Ave
Ouelette, Gerard S & Jacqueline
26 Vernita Dr




Pace, Brandt P & Sandra L
258 Portsmouth Ave
Pace, Robert E & Irene L
3 Country Club Lane
Packard, Gregory P & Linda J
3 Spring Hill Rd
Page, Helen
174 Post Rd
Page, Henry H & Lillian A
30 Bayridge Rd






Pargeter, Stephen & Marjorie
Palm Dr
Parker, Herman W & Barbara
Post Rd





























Parsons, Robert F & Marion B 71800
10 Brown Ave
Patat, Carroll A & Dorothy 38500
24 Hillside Dr
Patel, Hasmukh P & Pushpa H 64500
6 Lane Ave
Patterson, Frank & Bertha 61800
46 Newington Rd
Paukert, Edwin W & Maria Celia Gaticales 77400
2 Lane Ave
Paul, Walter C & Vannee 60300
2] Sunset Dr
Pavelock, Jeffrey J 47000
57 Tuttie Lane
Peabody, Charles W & Katherine 11200
Stratham Line
Peacock, Barry & Marilyn 62900
55 Riverside Lane
Pearl, Donald R & Lee D 94200
] 86 Newington Rd
Pearson, Pehr Albert 72400
40 Caswell Dr
Pearson, Richard F & Patricia J 44000
1139 Portsmouth Ave
Pelletier, Dennis S & Deborah M 54700
8 Palm Dr
Pelletier, Robert & Sherill J 42500
249 Portsmouth Ave




Perham, John E & Candyce L 63000
28 Stratham Lane
Peterson, Arthur A 100
Off Portsmouth Ave
Peterson, Robert E & Priscilla T 209500
755 Portsmouth Ave
Philbrick, Grace I 200
Off NH Turnpike
Philbrick, Philip A & Nancy H 58200
332 Bayside Rd
76
Philbrick, Sherman Waldo & Cheryl J
91 Portsmouth Ave
Phillips, William R & Carolita C
] 95 Portsmouth Ave
Picha, David G & Phyllis W
49 Post Rd
Pickard, Eudora Est of
69 Depot Rd
Pickard, Robert A Jr & Dorothy A
Great Bay Rd
Pike, Warren M& Olive M
3 Lane Ave
Pinney, Richard B & Jane A
21 Great Bay Dr E & 240 Bayside Rd
Piscataqua Fish & Game Club
Tuttle Lane
Plaisted, Kerry P & Martha
589 Portsmouth Ave
Pokorny, Robert E & Carol E
323 Bayside Rd
Pollard, James C Jr & Florence E
24 Willowbrook Ave
Pombriant, Ronald R & Marie D
Portsmouth Ave












Price, Kenneth W & Dorothy J
7 Hillside Dr




































Rafferty, Richard A & Ann M Ferland
15 Sanderson Rd
Rand, Redford M Jr & Emerzette J
47 Tide Mill Rd
Randall, John L III & Ronald E Chouinard
Depot Rd
Rappolt, Kenneth R & Jane T
161 Post Rd
Reardon, Robert K & Deborah M
1135 Portsmouth Ave
Reeves, Donald E & Jane E
194 Newington Rd
Regan, Michael J & Diane
572 Post Rd
Regan, Francis W
1 Country Club Lane
Reilly, Thomas & Ayoe A
34 Bayridge Rd
Remick, George R, C A Romano & Johannes son
September Dr
Richards, David & Brenda
3 Newington Rd
Richards, Frank & Ella
9 Great Bay Dr




Rioux, Armand L & Marcella
344 Bayside Rd
Rist, Edward B & Eleanor R
Portsmouth Ave
Robbins, Laurence E Jr & Carol A
62 Meadow Lane
Roberge, Robert S & Barbara R
30 4 Post Rd
Roberts, David W Jr & Mary M
9 Brown Ave





























Robinson, Patricia A T
256 Winnicut Rd
Robinson, Richard
Winnicut & Spring Hill Rd
Rolerson, Mark H & Celine W
7 Moulton Ave
Rolston, Bruce G & Debora A
189 Post Rd
Rolston, Irving Est of
Portsmouth Line
Rolston, James G & Elizabeth A
Great Bay Dr
Rolston, Parker A & Elizabeth
185 Post Rd
Romoli, Merino Jr & Gladys E
8 Holly Lane
Romoli, Sharon A & Gladys E
Holly Lane
Ross, Stanley C Jr & Patricia A
2 Hillside Dr
Rossetti, Linda E & James N
Holly Lane
Rossiter, Martin P & Linda J
370 Portsmouth Ave
Roumbanis, Barbara A
3 2 Caswell Dr







Walter & Frances Rowe
Rowe, William W &
Portsmouth Ave &









Russell, Anna S Trustee & Richard Hamel, Trustee

























Russell, Kenneth & Bermaine
30 Hillside Dr




Sanborn, Henry H & Florence C
597 & 603 Portsmouth Ave
Sandberg, Olive W
5 Spring Hill Rd
Sanderson, Paul G & Carol A
Off NH Turnpike & Caswell Dr
Sanderson, Jarib & Gwendolene
682 Post Rd
Sanderson, Jarib Jr
Sanderson Rd & Palm Dr
Sandford, Cvnthia W
4 Tide Mill Rd




Sargent, John Jr & Paula
420 Portsmouth Ave
Sargent, Peter G & Paula C
333 Post Rd
Saunders, George C & Juanita J
]37 Portsmouth Ave
Scarponi, Calvin D & Patricia A
208 Newington Rd




Schoff, Porter J & Ramona J
890 Portsmouth Ave































Shanahan, Edmund M & Anne H
108 Tuttie Lane
Shapiro, Dann L & Georgette L
8 Lane Ave
Sheldon, Noel K & Barbara N
11 Drake Dr
Sherburne, Evelin U
2 Tide Mill Rd
Sherfesee, Louis & Carol
15 Lane Ave
Shine, Arthur J & Jeanette A
328 Post Rd
Shovan, Ellsworth & Helen
300 Portsmiuth Ave
Shultz, Blaine R & F Joanne
336 Bayside R & 56 Meadow Lane
Shupe, Suzanne M & William A
6 Hillside Dr
Siegel, Jay & Kathleen
17 Stratham Lane
Silvenius, Gustave & Mary T
66 Winnicut Rd
Simpson, Richard D
64 Breakfast Hill Rd
Sinclair, Linda G
58 Portsmouth Ave




Kondagunta & Indira S
Slocum, Lloyd V & Winifred Y
20 Great Bay Dr E
Smith, E Florence & Florence L Eaton
271 Post Rd
Smith, Elmer H & Eleanor B
501 Post Rd




Smith, K David & Dorothy
19 Caswell Dr

























Smith, Loren W Jr & Marcia L 53400
340 Bayside Rd
Smith, L Marc & Marilyn A 75700
5 Fairway Dr
Smith, Wayne W & Dawn E 49600
Portsmouth Ave




South, William R & Cheryl J 21400
352 Bayside Rd
Spencer, Leo B 1100
Rear Bayside Rd & Bay Shore Dr
Spooner, James H & Marion E 43100
31 Downs Ave
Spruce Tree Real Estate Corp 790400
Ocean Rd
Stadig, Arnold J & Donna J 198900
Ocean Rd
Stadig Ronald E & Beulah L 59300
Portsmouth Ave
Staples, John M & Alvey W & Catherine T 65500
10 9 Portsmouth Ave
Stearns, George E 60300
Ten Rod Rd
Steuk, Robert L & Barbara H 81700
303 Winnicut Rd
Stevens, Bessie B 89100
833 Portsmouth Ave
Stickney, Clifton & Mabel E 52200
28 McShane Ave
Stivers, William & Irene 31100
225 Portsmouth Ave
Stocker, John W & Roslee P 73600
495 Post Rd
Storey, Warren F & Priscilla R 48300
1131 Portsmouth Ave
Stowe, Albert P III & Sandra G 69500
12 Lane Ave





Street, Everett A Jr & Dorothy
95 Dearborn Rd
Strong, David E & Cathy A
71 Great Bay Dr W
Strong, Stanley
Great Bay Dr W




Surrette, Anthony N & Es telle M
16 Caswell Dr




Sweatt, Dennis F & Hedda
22 Vernita Dr
Sylvania Electric Products Inc
Rte 10]




Szyldo, David J & Linda I
351 Post Rd




Tarazewich, Joseph & Stella
57 Hillside Dr
Tavares, Gilbert A & Rosemary J
3 Moulton Ave






Theall, John A & Monique F
17 Portsmouth Ave
Theberge, Joseph M & Theresa A
15 Portsmouth Ave


























Thomits, Albert R Jr & Ilya
170 Portsmouth Ave
Thompson, George & Nancy
292 Bayside Rd
Thompson, James R & Rebecca J
216 Newington Rd




Tobey, Robert & Joann
280 Post Rd





Old Post Office Bldg
Toner, John & Randa M
191 Bayside Rd








Truck, Sales & Service Inc
Ocean Rd
Trull, Stanley A Jr & Sandra K
20 Stratham Lane
Twin Industries Corp




3 Me loon Rd
Underwood, Neil R & Eileen S
Portsmouth Ave, Bayside & Meloon Rd
Valzania, Angelo & Eleanor
359 Post Rd
Van Etten, Audrey M
488 Portsmouth Ave



























Vetter, Wayne E & Diane M
33 Tuttle Lane
Vickery, Stephen & Dorothy
Post Road & Bayridge




Warfield, Roho L h Doris M
25 Hillside Dr
Webber, Paul D & Betsy S
Post Rd






Weeks, Marion H & Robert E
667 Bayside Rd
Weeks, R Richard Jr
491 Great Bay Rd
Weeks, W Richard Jr, John W & Robert
Bayside Rd
Wentworth, Stephen Michael & Katherine H
5 Country Club Lane
Westcott, Richard M & Mary Louise
68 Depot Rd
Weston, J Robert & Alice I
26 Meadow Lane
White, Earl & Helen
776 Post Rd
White, Frank & Carolyn
75 Newington Rd








































Williams, Robert I & Jean W
3 Riverside Lane
Wilson, Francis C & Deborah P
130 Bayside Rd




Wing, Elmer & Martha
50 Great Bay Dr
Winkler, Barbara
Off NH Turnpike
Wiseman, Paul W & Cathy A
46 Ocean Rd
Wohlgethan, Richard P & Doris
22 Bayridge
Wolfe, John D & Patricia M
36 Caswell Dr & Portsmouth Ave
Wood, Larry A & Joan
50 Bayside Rd
Woodcock, Herbert A Jr & Marilyn Jean
23 Caswell Dr
Woods, Mark C A & Louine
1 Langton Lane
Woodworth, Daryl T & Gail B
66 Portsmouth Ave
Wooley, James B & Susan M
33 Meadow Lane




Young, Kenneth C Jr & Marilyn P
220 Breakfast Hill Rd
Young, Malcolm D & Norma H
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REPORT ON EXAMINATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1981
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
****************
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Board of Selectmen
Town of Greenland, New Hampshire
I have examined the combined financial statements of the Town
of Greenland and its combining and individual fund financial state-
ments as of, and for the year ended December 31,1981, as listed in the
table of contents. My examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of
the accounting records and such other auditing procedures that I con-
sidered necessary in the circumstances.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by gen-
erally accepted accounting principles is not presented in the financial
report.
In my opinion, the combined financial statements referred to above
present fairly the financial position of the Town of Greenland at Dec-
enber 31,1981, and the results of its operations and the changes in
financial position of its proprietary fund types and similar Trust
Funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a consistent basis except for the
accounting changes discussed in Note 5, to the financial statements.
Also in my opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above present fairly the financial position of
the individual funds of the Town of Greenland at December 31,1981,
their results of operations and the changes in financial position of
individual proprietary funds for the year ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS




























Excess (deficiency) of revenues
& other sources over expen-






FUND TYPES FUND TYPE (MEMOF
ONI
ANDUM
General Special Expendable Y)
Revenue Trusts 1981 198(
$175,906 $ $ $175,906 $192, 0(
53,581 53,581 54,8i









































(2,776) 751 (48,100) 94,73
7,738 12,971 67,531 (27, 2C
362 (362 )
$ 5.324 $ 13.360 $ 19.431 $ 67J>j
SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - BUDGET (CAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES





















Excess (deficiency) of Revenues
Over Expenditures





Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
4 Other Sources Over Expen-
ditures & Other Uses




GENERAL FUND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TTPES
VARIANCE VARIANCE
FAVORABLE FAVORABLE
BUDGET ACTUAL (UNFAVORABLE BUDGET ACTUAL (UNFAVORABLE)
5173,752 $175,906 $ 2,154 $ $ s
53,628 53,581 (47)
89,795 99,175 9,380 985 985
16.121 12,481 (3.640)







65,890 72,342 (6,452) 16,121 16,121
38.651 38,647 4
15,607 15.728 (121)
339.764 360.968 (21.204) 31.728 31,849 (121)



















SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS





















SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1981
SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL:
Excess revenues over expenditures
TOTAL SOURCES
USES OF WORKING CAPITAL:
None
NET INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL
CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL ACCOUNTS:
Increase (decrease) in current assets
Cash
Investments
NET INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL
Increase (decrease) in current liabilities
None












SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NSW HAMPSHIRE
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN ASSETS & LIABILITIES - PROPERTY TAX AGENCY FOND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1981
BALANCE
12/31/80 PRIOR
AS PREVIOUSLY PERIOD INCREASE DECREASE BALANCE
REPORTED ADJUSTMENTS 12/31/81
ASSETS:
Due from state $ $ $ 33,885 $ 33,885 $
Due from general
fund 434,576 892,581 862,780 464,377
Taxes receivable 86,638 883,478 858,696 111,420
TOTAL
ASSETS $ $521,214 $1,809,944 $1,755,361 $ 575,797
LIABILITIES:
Due school district $ $(521,214) $ 796,214 $ 850,797 $(575,797)
Due county 66,566 66,566
TOTAL
LIABILITIES $ (521.214) $ 862,780 917,363 (575,797)
'SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
-7-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES XO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1981
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Fund Accounting
The diverse nature of governmental operations and the nec-
essity of determining compliance with legal provisions requires modifi-
cation of accounting systems commonly used by commercial enterprises.
Rather than establishing a single unified set of accounts to record and
summarize all financial transactions, the accounts of the Town are
organized on the basis of funds, each of which is considered a separate
entity with self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities,
fund balance, revenues, and expenditures, including obligations and
transfers. Government resources are allocated to and accounted for in
individual funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent
and the means by which spending activities are controlled. The various
funds are grouped, in the financial statements in this report as follows:
Governmental Funds
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund
of the Town. It is used to account for all financial resources except
those required to be accounted for in another fund.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to ac-
count for the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than special
assessments, expendable trusts, or major capital projects) that are
legally restricted to expenditures for
Fiduciary Funds
Trust & Agency Funds - Trust & Agency Funds are used to account
for assets held by the Town in a trustee capacity or as an agent for
other governmental units. These include Expendable Trusts, Non-expendable
Trust, and Agency Funds. Non-expendable Trusts are accounted for in
essentially the same manner as proprietary funds, while Expendable
Trusts are accounted for similar to governmental funds. Agency Funds are
custodial in nature (assets equal liabilities) and do not involve measure-
ment of results of operations.
Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures
or expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial
statements. Basis of accounting relates to the timing of the measure-
ments made, regardless of the measurement focus applied.
-8-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT.)
DECEMBER 31, 1981
Basis of Accounting (cont)
All governmental funds ana Expendable Trast Funds are arcounted
for using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are
recognized when they become measurable and available as net current assets.
Taxpayer-assessed income, gross receipts, and sales taxes are considered
"measurable" when in the hands of intermediary collecting governments
and are recognized as revenue at that time. Anticipated refunds of such
taxes are recorded as liabilities and reductions of revenue when they are
measurable and their validity seems certain.
Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified ac-
crual basis of accounting when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule incluae: (1) accumulated unpaid vaca-
tion, sick pay, and other employee amounts which are not accrued; and
(2) principal and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized
when due.
All proprietary funds and Non-expendable Trust and Pension
Trust Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting.
Their revenues are recognized when they are earned and their expenses
are recognized when they are incurred.
Fixed Assets
The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets required by generally
accepted accounting principles is not presented in the financial statements.
2. APPROPRIATED FUND BALANCE
The appropriated fund balance of the General Fund represents
the unexpended balances of current and prior years' special appropriations
for the following purpose.
Salt Shed $ 1,930
3. GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT
General governmental liabilities for retirement of long-term
debt are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Group of Accounts.
Amounts due in future periods are provided by appropriation and become
part of the funds raised through taxes. The Town's obligation at Dec-
ember 31, 1981 consist of:
-9-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT.)
DECEMBER 31, 1981
3. GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT (CONT)
5.35% note payable, unsecured, interest
due semi-annually, principal of $13,865
due annually through November 1983 $ 27,730
7.0% note, unsecured, interest due
semi-annually, principal of $45,600
due annually through November 1985 182,400
TOTAL $210,130
4. TOTAL COLUMNS ON COMBINED STATEMENTS - OVERVIEW
Total columns on the Combined Statements - Overview are
captioned Memorandum Only to indicate that they are presented only to
facilitate financial analysis. Data in these columns do not present
financial position, results of operations or changes in financial position
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Neither is
such data ccjiparable tc a consolidation. Interfund eliminations have.
not been made in the aggregation of this data.
5. ACCOUNTING CHANGES
Property Tax Agency Fund
Accounting for property taxes and collections from the New
Hampshire Business Profits Tax has been changed to an Agency Fund to con-
form to a December 1981 interpretation by the National Council on
Governmental Accounting. The interpretation states "NCGA is in agreement
that property taxes collected for other governmental units {i.e. county,
school district), should be accounted for by an agency fund of the col-
lecting governmental unit (the town), even under the conditions imposed
by New Hampshire law." There was no retroactive effect by the change.
Library Operating Fund
Also during 1981 it was determined that the Library Operating
Fund should be accounted for as a Special Revenue Fund Type, rather than
as an expendable trust. This resulted in a fund balance transfer of $362.
6. RECONCILLIATION OF BUDGET AS APPROVED AT TOWN MEETING TO GAAP BASIS BUDGET
Total appropriations per Town Meeting $350,852
Less 1981 special appropriations carry-
forward






TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT)
DECEMBER 31, 1981
RECONCILIATION OF BUDGET (CONT)
Included in Audit Report as
Budgeted expenditures $339,764
Operating transfers out 20,607
$360,371
Accordingly, during 1981, the total expenditures and trans-
fers out were $379,737. Thus the Town overexpended its 1981 budget
by $19,366.
CONTINGENCIES
Public Service Company of NH (PSC) has protested the method
by which it was assessed for property tax purposes. PSC believes its
assessment should be its net book value. The Town, however, assesses
it as approximate market value (the same method as the rest of the
Town)
.
PSC has protested its assessments since 1973. The New
Hampshire Supreme Court (Docket No. 7535) has denied such protests
through 1975. The hearing before the State Board of Taxation for
the 1976 and 1977 protests is pending. The protests of 1978, 1979,
1980, and 1981 have no action taken at the present time.
-11-
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL









Interest & dividends tax
Highway subsidy



























































CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL






Town officers salaries $ 16,066 $ 15,847 $ 219
Town officers expenses 18,500 22,005 (3,505)
Town buildings 6,000 6,320 (320)
Damages & legal 5,000 13,747 (8,747)
Retirement & social security 3,217 4,152 (935)
Election 750 854 (104)



























CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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54,316 55,598 (1 ,282)



















TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GaAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL
FOR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1981
EXPENDITURES: (CONT)
Parks' & Recreation






















Revenues & Other Sources
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SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING - MARCH 10, 1982
At a meeting of the Greenland School District held at the Greenland School on March 10
1982, at 8:00 p.m., moderator Robert Steuk called the meeting to order. The
invocation was given by Rev. Jeff Evans. Mr. Steuk introduced the School Board,
Mr. Jerome Hyatt, Mr. Marc Smith, Mr. Herbert Wilson; Jane Palmer, School District
Clerk; Frances Thompson, School District Treasurer.
The legal voters present voted on the following articles after the reading of the
Warrant by Mr. Steuk:
ARTICLE I - Motion was made by Harry Dowling; seconded by Ranee Collins, to hear the
reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers heretofore chosen, and pass any
vote relating thereto. Vote in the affirmative .
ARTICLE II - Motion was made by John Brackett; seconded by Jack Stocker, to see if
the District will vote to authorize the School Board to receive and expend on behalf
of the District, any or all grants or offers for educational purposes which may now or
hereafter be forthcoming from the State of New Hampshire or any agencies thereof, the
United States Government or any agence thereof, or any private agence. Vote in the
affirmative .
ARTICLE III - Motion moved for understanding the Article by Ranee Collins. School
Board member Jerome Hyatt explained with enrollment of Newington and Greenland de-
clining, a merger of the two towns could be financially advantageous. A committee of
three from each town (one board member, two citizens) will be formed to compile in-
formation on a merger and to present this to the town in 1983. Motion for adoption of
the Article made by Mr. Wilson. Vote in the affirmative .
ARTICLE IV - Motion was made by Herb Wilson to see if the District will raise and ap-
propriate a sum not to exceed nine thousand dollars ($9,000) for the purpose of purcha.
ing computer hardware and software for instructional purposes. Discussion followed.
As explained by Board Member Herb Wilson, Greenland would purchase three computers an
installation and training package included in purchase price. No increase in staff
at the school would be required. These would be used by grades 4 through 8. Followin;
discussion the Article was moved by Ranee Collins, Hand count requested. In favor -
16, Against - 24,
ARTICLE V - Motion made by David Richards; seconded by Harry Dowling, to see if the
District will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed eight thousand dollars
($8,000) for the purpose of repaving the parking lot and driveway, approximately one
third of total area, at the Greenland Central School. Vote in the affirmative .
ARTICLE VI - Motion made by Luther Preston; seconded by Rosalee Stocker, to see if the
District will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed four thousand dollars C$4, Q0.Q)
for the purpose of replacing floor tile at the Greenland Central School. An explanati
by Herb Wilson indicated a need for tile in the foyer, hall, and two sixth grade class-
rooms. Vote in the affirmative .
ARTICLE VII - Motion made by Jerome Hyatt; seconded by David Richards, to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,044,300 for 1983-82 for the support of schools, for payment
of salaries, for obligations of the District, and to authorize the application against
said appropriations of such sums as are estimated to be received from the State equal-
ization fund together with other income, the School Board to certify to the Selectmen
the balance between estimated revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be
112
raised by taxes hy the town, was voted in the aff jrmatjye ,




Officers elected at the Annual Town Meeting held on March 15, 1982 at 8:00 p.m., are
as follows:
Moderator: Robert L. Steuk 392
John Brackett 3
School District
Clerk: Jane P. Palmer 400
School District
Treasurer: Frances Thompson 410
School Board




GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
1983
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Greenland
in the County of Rockingham and State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL IN
SAID DISTRICT ON TUESDAY , the 8 th DAY OF MARCH, 1983 at 10 O'CLOCK
IN THE A.M. TO VOTE FOR DISTRICT OFFICERS:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4
.
To choose one member of the School Board for
three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 6:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of your District Officers
at the Annual Town Meeting is authorized by statute (RSA 197:l-a) and
was adopted by the District at its 1966 annual meeting.







GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1933
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Greenland in the County
of Rockingham and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
SATURDAY, THE 5TH OF MARCH, 1983 AT 8:00 P.M . TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES:
ARTICLE 1 . To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers
heretofore chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 2 . To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to
receive and expend on behalf of the District, any or all grants or offers for
educational purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the Ctate
of New Hampshire or any agencies thereof, the United States Government or any
agency thereof, or any private agency.
ARTICLE 3 . To see if the District will vote to accept the sum of One Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500) from Jarib Sanderson in memory of Gwendolene Sanderson
for the sole purpose of establishing the Gwendolene Sanderson Scholarship Fund.
ARTICLE 4 . To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of Fourteen
Thousand Dollars ($14,000) for the purpose of purchasing computer hardware and
software to be used for instructional purposes. (Recommended by the Budget
Committee.
)
ARTICLE 5 . To see if the District will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
Thirteen Thousand Dollars ($13,000) for the purpose of repaving the remaining
portion of the driveway and the parking area at the Greenland Central School,
the remainder of which was paved in 1982 as authorized by vote of the District at
the March, 1982, Annual Meeting, (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) for the purchase and installation of
acoustical ceiling material in the cafeteria of the Greenland Central School.
(Submitted by Petition. Not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
ARTICLE 7 . To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for payment of salaries, for obligations of the District;
to authorize the application against said appropriations of such sums as are
estimated to be received from the State equalization fund together with other
income, the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance between estimated
revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
ARTICLE 8. To transact any further business that may legally come before the
meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID GREENLAND THIS 16TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1983.





NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION
CONCORD
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1981 TO JUNE 30, 1982
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1981 (Treasurer's bank balance) 20,787,32
Received from Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received) 850,797.00
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources 34,810,76
Revenue from Federal Sources 23,507.75
Received from Tuitions
Received as Income from Trust Funds 57.58
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds (Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from All Other Sources 39,523.78
TOTAL RECEIPTS 948,696.87
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts). . 969,484.18
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 767,829.86
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982 (Treasurer's Bank Balance) .... 201,654,32




REPORT FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
DANIEL C. DURGIN
In my report of last year, I informed you that the grant from the New Hampshire
Department of Education and some hard work from some of our staff members had en-
abled us to develop curriculum guides in mathematics and language arts. Last sum-
mer similar work was done in the subject areas of science and social studies. The
development of written curricula is a significant undertaking and I am extremely grate-
ful to all those individuals who contributed to this project.
Another significant event of the past year was the drafting of a new staff develop-
ment plan. Staff development is the process of self improvement and recertif ication
achieved through various forms of in-service training. During the fall of the 1981-
82 school year, members of the teacher certification section of the New Hampshire
Department of Education visited School Administrative Unit No. 50 for the purpose of
evaluating our staff development plan. After a very thorough review, School Admin-
istration Unit No. 50 was found to be in compliance with state requirements and our
Staff Development Committee was commended for its efforts in this area.
Since we were nearing the end of our three year plan, the Committee spent the balance
of the year drafting a new plan good for five years and incorporating several changes
suggested by our own staff and the Education Department. This plan has received full
approval from the state and should be approved shortly by our school boards.
We are slowly but deliberately rounding our accountability program into shape. Ac-
countability is a method by which a district's educational program can he assessed.
Instructional objectives are established for grades five and eight and students are
tested to determine mastery of these objectives. Currently our accountability pro-
gram covers the subject areas of mathematics and language arts.
Test results are used to determine areas of strength and weakness in the curriculum.
A plan is then written which essentially states how the school district will correct
the deficiencies in the academic program. A report of our accountability progress
to date is contained elsewhere in this book.
A long standing goal of mine was achieved this year when the first of a regular series
of School Administrative Unit No. 50 newsletters was published. With articles re-
lating to all of our schools and written by a number of our staff members, the news-
letter was well received by our staff, parents, and the general public. We will
print three this year and will publish quarterly next year and thereafter. Copies are
sent home with the children and are available in the Superintendent's Office, the
schools, town libraries, and other public places.
Public education receives more than its share of negative publicity; frequently un-
deserved. Much news of a positive nature never seems to find its way outside of
the school family. Last year the teachers' association of School Administrative
Unit No. 50 embarked on a fund raising effort to finance scholarships for graduating
seniors from our four towns. Last June, four scholarships donated by the teachers
of Greenland, New Castle, Newington and Rye, were awarded at Portsmouth High School
graduation exercises. I commend and congratulate the teachers for a most meaningful
and worthwhile endeavor.
Finally, I am pleased to see an increase in citizen envolvement in the schools. More
people are attending school functions and are involving themselves in school activ-
ities. This is a healthy sign for both the school and the community and assures that




School opened on Tuesday, September 7, 1982, at 8:00 a.m. with enthusiastic students
and staff. The total attendance was down only a few students from last year. We have fif
teen classrooms, 2 for each grade level, except for one third grade. Grade one enrollment,
began at fifteen students per class—good size for individual instruction.
Anne Rhoads was hired as a grade one aide to replace Nancy Emerson, who became a gradl
two teacher. Karen Cestari moved from part-time grade three to grade five, replacing Carol
Poirier. Janet Whitehouse moved from grade three to grade four. Janice Hutchins returned;
to grade one. Carol Ott returned from maternity leave to team teach with Jari Ford. Lind
Mahoney replaced Florence Hudson, maternity leave, in grades 7-8 math. Mark Blythe return
from a year away to grade 7-8 science, replacing Steve Guerrera who went to private busine
,
Shortly after school began, John Walker left for a full time position. He was rep lac
by Judy Norton as physical education teacher. Three other new staff members joined the 19
83 personnel: Barbara Prien, Third grade aide, Adelaide Kamzelski, cafeteria, and Harold
Nelson, night custodian.
SAU #50 staff members have worked hard on the four curriculum areas: math, language
arts, science, and social studies. All reports have been completed, approved by each town:
staff, and the language arts, social studies, and science will be soon be going to the SAU
#50 Board and individual town boards. The math curriculum was approved last year.
The demerit system is in its second year. This summer a committee of teachers, paren
and administrators reviewed the system, made changes, held a public hearing, and presented
the final draft to the School Board for approval. It was approved at the August meeting.
It has worked very well and seems to be meeting the needs of staff and students.
Several programs have either continued or begun this year. First Four News under the
direction of Mrs. Bean and Mrs. Ford continues to publish works of grades 1-4. The Vikin
Views has returned after a one-year absence under the sponsorship of Mr. Blythe. The two
issues have been interesting and have shown a lot of talent of grades 5-8 students.
Ms. Leach has continued the Art Club and their projects around the school have brigh-
tened everyone's spirits. Mrs. Hennessy's story hour once a week draws many of the prima
students. The enrichment group continues to be enjoyed by many in the middle grades. Mrs
Whitehouse, sponsor, gets that extra effort from highly motivated students.
In the late fall Mrs. Routley and Mrs. Ott began a Young Author's Club with students
who want to write prose and poetry. This group is a follow-up of a visit by an area
authoress, Mrs. Ester Buffler.
The Parent-Teacher Communication Committee has met since September. The Committee is
working on three major areas: resource file, kindergarten, and pre-school testing and
computers for Greenland School. Members and volunteers are serving on each committee and
meet in addition to the regular monthly meeting.
The Greenland Student Association, grades 5-8, has held fund-raising activities:
dance and family roller skating. Mr. Blythe, sponsor, attended the fall workshop of the
State Student Council in Wolfeboro with the four officers. Because of the meeting, Green-
land student's enjoyed a Spirit Week in November. The association has provided a Picture
of the Month. This program brings to the school famous art works during the year. The
GSA has helped sponsor a parent mini-breakfast and plans to have another one.
We thank the many concerned parents, students, town organizations, and staff members
for their time and efforts for the students of Greenland. With all the above concern, all




REPORT OF GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
I have worked towards achieving three goals my first year as a member of the
Greenland Central School staff. First of all I wanted to become acquainted with
as many students and parents as possible in a variety of settings. Besides my
128 individual counseling sessions and 24 parent contacts since September, I have
come to know most of the students in the school through my classroom guidance
groups. Last spring I led six classroom programs on such topics as Social Skills
and Career Awareness, and I will be continuing this program again this year. I
have also led smaller special interest groups on such topics as study skills,
Families in Transition, and an after-school sewing group. I have found the group
format an ideal way to have students become comfortable with me so that they want
to come to me with an individual problem at a later time.
Another of my goals as chairman of the Special Education Placement Team was
to maintain a complete and open process of communication. I have convened twenty
meetings so far this year, seven of which were used for a new teacher introductory
program. This proved to be a well received program by teachers and specialists
alike. The program acquainted the teachers early in the school year with their
Special Education students' needs and services.
This year I will also be able to be more instrumental in the preschool
screening team. During this past summer I particpated along with first grade
teachers, Jan Hutchins and Kathy Bean in a Gesell Preschool Screening training
course. This will enable Greenland to use a developmental screening device with
the incoming first graders.
In closing I would like to thank Mr. Rowe, Francine Fullam, and the staff
for their support and assistance in making my first year at Greenland a personally





Once again the school health services began the new school year with physical
examinations on those students planning to participate in sports. On September 15
& 16, Norma Brindamour, A. R.N. P., a nurse practitioner from the Exeter Clinic, did
76 physical examinations on fifth through eighth grade boys and girls.
Volunteers from the Greenland Women's Club spent two days in early October
doing the yearly health screenings which include heights, weights, vision exams,
and blood pressure checks. Follow-ups and referrals were done on all problems found
during the screenings. My thanks to all of the Juniors who took their time to
assist me during this important task. A similar screening is done on new students
who enter the school during the year.
The immunization survey that is required each Fall by the N. H. Division of
Public Health Services Immunization Program was completed and submitted by October
15. The State and the Greenland Central School require that all children in school
attendance be immunized. Updating of immunizations according to school health
records is done continually during the school year.
Nearly 100% of the students from grades 1-6 are participating in the Preventive
Dental Program which is being carried out in these classrooms by the teachers who
supervise brushing daily and weekly flouride rinse. The students were initially
taught by two registered dental hygienists from the N. H. Bureau of Dental Health
in proper brushing, flossing, and nutrition. Sheila Siener, R.D.H., also from
the N, H. Bureau of Dental Health, will be examining, cleaning, and applying fluoride
for those students who desire this service during the weeks of Jan. 17th & 24th.
The Greenland Student Association Health and Safety Committee, which is comprised
of 17 junior high students, assist with duties in the nurse's office, such as deliv-
ering messages, record keeping, helping with health screenings and clinics, and
promoting safety. One of the safety programs usually held in late Spring is the
Bike Rodeo. This worthwhile event is done with the guidance and assistance of the
Greenland Police Department and the Greenland Junior Women's Club.
Hearing tests and referrals are done at the request of the teachers, specialists,
and parents throughout the year. Routine hearing tests are done yearly on all students
in grades 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, & 8.
Postural screenings are done on all students in grades 4 through 8 with referrals
when needed.
I have enjoyed being able to provide resource materials for student papers and
projects regarding health, medicine, and science.
I am pleased to be a part of the S.E.P.T. conferences along with teachers, parents,
and specialists to interpret and plan individual education programs.
The Pre-school Vision and Hearing Screening Clinics will be held here again in
the Spring under the supervision of the N. H. Vision and Hearing Department of Public
Health Services.
I wish to extend my thanks in appreciation of their continued support to the
Greenland School staff, parents, and students.




Total Enrollment October 31, 1982
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 _10 ]A 11 Total
Central School 28 31 20 26 35 46 40 40 266
Bethel Christian 1 1
Academy
SENH Christian 1 1
Academy
St. Patrick's 1 1 1 3
Lady Is le 1 114 2 1 2 1 13
P.H.S. 40 37 46 38 161
St . Thomas 4 1 2 3 10
Phillips Exeter 1 1 2
Berwick Academy 1 1
Governor Dummer 1 1
Great Bay (1) 1
Portsmouth (2) 2
Spec. Ed.
3 2 28 34 21 30 37 47 43 42 44 39 49 43 462



























Statistics for Ten Years ending June 30, 1982
School Wks in Boys Girls Total Member- Average Attend- of Att(
Year Year Pupils ship Absences ance ance
1972-73 38 178 171 34 9 338.3 12.9 327.4 96.2
1973-74 37 172 177 349 334.2 13.1 321.1 96.1
1974-75 38 167 180 347 337.1 11.0 326.1 96.7
1975-76 38 161 157 318 315.2 10.8 304.4 96.6
1976-77 38 169 166 335 319.8 10.6 309.2 96.7
1977-78 38 154 160 314 311.6 13.7 297.9 96.0
1978-79 38 150 162 312 311.3 14.0 297.3 96.0
1979-80 38 162 159 321 312.2 14.6 297.9 95.3
1980-81 37 146 152 298 304.4 12.6 291.3 96.0
1981-82 38 143 140 283 273.4 10.1 263.2 96.3
SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY SHARE
Greenland $ 7,598.33




BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR'S SALARY SHARE
Greenland $ 3,933.00




The above figures show the proportionate
share of the Superintendent's and Business
Administrator's salary paid by each school
district in School Administrative Unit
# 50 for 1982-83.
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GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL
Teachers & Staff - 1982-83













Mark Blythe, Science 7-8
Peter Price, Social Studies 7-8
Linda Mahoney , Math 7-8
Arline Seavey, English 7-8
Carol Leach, Art
Frances Morse, Speech Therapist
Deborah Branting, LD Resource Teacher
Melanie Lovering, Guidance Counselor
Judith Norton, Physical Education








Anne Truesdale, Title I
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To the Members of the
School Board
Greenland School District
Greenland, New Hampshire G384G
I have exaained the combined financial statements anc the individual
fund and account group financial statements of the Greenland School
District as of and for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1982, as listed in
the foregoing table of contents. My examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly, included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as ve
considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to
above, do not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset
group of accounts, which should be included to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles.
In my opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
accounts results in an incomplete presentation as explained in the above
paragraph, the combined financial statements and the individual fund and
account group financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of the Greenland School District at June 30, 1982, and
the results of its operations for zhe year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent
with that of the preceding year.
My examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion of the com-
bined financial statements taken as a whole and on the individual fund and
account group financial statements. The accompanying financial information
listed as supplemental schedules in the table of contents is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the combined
financial statements of the Greenland School District. The information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures appled in the examination of the
combined, individual fund and account group financial statements, and in
my opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the
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GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCE-ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES






























EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENDITURES
FUND EQUITY BEGINNING
ABSORPTION OF SCHOOL LUNCH DEFICIT
FUND EQUITY ENDING
$850,797 $ $850,797 $751,214
28,547 18,472 47,019 35,051
15,446 ^_ 15,^46 12,619
894,790 18,472 913,26 2 798,884













50,807 (109) 50,698 (8,571)
17,449 244 17,693 27,889
(1,625)
} 68,256 $ 135 $ 68,391 $ 17,693
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STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN
RETAINED EARNINGS /FUND BALANCE - PROPRIETARY FUND TYPE















RETAINED EARNINGS (FUND BALANCE) BEGINNING











STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
PROPRIETARY FUND TYPE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1982
SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL
FROM OPERATIONS
Net income (loss) $571
FROM OTHER SOURCES Q
TOTAL SOURCES 571_
USES OF WORKING CAPITAL _0_
TOTAL DECREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL $ 571
CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CURRENT ASSETS
Accounts receivable 197
Inventor;- 344
TOT^ INCREASE IN CURRENT ASSETS 541
INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable (136)
Due to general fund 106
TOTAL INCREASE IN CURRENT LIABILITIES (30 )
NET DECREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL $571




DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE-BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL






























































CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE-BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1982
ADMINISTRATIVE
School administration








































$ 68,256$ 11,960 $ 56,296
-12-
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NOTES
TO CALL
EMERGENCY NUMBERS
POLICE DEPARTMENT
431-5321
FIRE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE
436-5553

